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FOREWORD
This report describes results of an eighteen-month study on
Contract NAS 8-32637, "Space Station Thermal Control Surfaces." The
contract was initiated on 4 August 1977 to assess the deficiencies between
the state of the art in thermal-control surface technology and that which
would be required for both a 25-kW power module and a 25-year-mission space
station.
This report covers the period of 4 August 1977 to 21 February
1979. The literature search and survey portion of this study are contained
in Volume II of AESC Report 5666 which was submitted as part of an Interim
Report in March 1978.
This study was performed by personnel of Aerojet ElectroSystems
Company, for the Space Sciences Laboratory of NASA-Marshall Flight Center.
Study Manager for the program was Carl R. Maag. Principal
contributors to the program were C. R. Maag, J. M. Millard, M. T. Grenier,
J. A. Jeffery and R. R. Scott. The NASA technical monitor for the study is
Mr. Donald Wilkes. Mr. Raoul Lopez acted as technical advisor for the 25-kW
power module. Both Messrs. Wilkes and Lopez made significant contributions
to the study through enlightening discussions with the author. Their in-
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INTRODUCTION AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The U.S. space program goals for long-duration manned missions
place particular demands on thermal-control systems. NASA's plans for space
stations in low earth orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) will
require performance from these systems far beyond their presently proven capa-
bilities. These systems will be used in the integral and staging support of
such important missions as space power generation, space industrialization,
solar systems explorations, search for extraterrestrial intelligence, and
global service systems operations. The importance of these efforts points up
\
the need for assuring that the thermal-control technology will be available
when the design of these stations is maturing.
NASA plans for a space power module to be operational in the 1980s.
In order to provide energy for functions such as life support, space manufac-
turing, experimentation, and communications, as well as power transmission to
other space vehicles and stations, this first-generation space power station
would have to rely upon existing technology to meet schedule restraints. Oper-
ation would be relatively simple, with a solar array (perhaps in the 20 'to 100
kW class) providing energy as electricity directly, or in stored form available
through docking. Operations would be in LEO, and might involve a fleet of power
platforms. Fixed, oversized radiators would probably be used for thermal con-
trol on these stations.
In the 1990s, advanced space power stations in the 100s of kilo-
watts range could be realized. Power-generation systems in these stations would
probably Include very large solar arrays, or, possibly, solar thermal tech-
niques with rotating machinery using the Brayton cycle. The thermal-control
systems might be implemented with radiators having long-life coatings or panels
1-1
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that could be easily replaced when required. Toward the end of the century,
as more long-term (25 years) habitats become feasible,, thermal-control tech-
nology will have to make corresponding advancements.
1.2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
1.2.1 Objectives
This study program will develop plans which are based on the
present thermal-control technology, and which will assure that this vital field
keeps pace with the other space program elements. The plans provide for the
development, as they are required, of thermal-control surfaces meeting the full
range of expected environments. Good systems management and funding constraints,
however, dictate that the number of different future thermal-control systems be
kept to a minimum. This goal can be accomplished if the plans promote common-
ality between systems, and flexibility to accommodate variations in payload
design. The approach undertaken to meet the objectives was to perform three
technical tasks: requirements analysis, technology assessment, and program
planning.
1.2.2 Program Tasks
a. Task 1 — Requirements Analysis
This task has three objectives: (1) to define the thermal-
control-surface requirements for both space station and 25-kW power module,
(2) to analyze the missions, and (3) to determine the thermal-control-surface
technology needed to satisfy both sets of requirements.
Utilizing mission planning documents, the radiator design and
thermal-control-surface requirements will be analyzed, taking into consideration
parameters such as thermal-coating degradation, vehicle attitude, self eclipsing,
variation in solar constant, albedo, and earth emission. After determining the
requirements for realistic environmental control, a technology roadmap will be
developed which satisfies these requirements.
1-2
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b. Task 2 — Technology Assessment
This task also has three objectives: (1) to perform a
literature/industry survey on thermal-control surfaces, (2) to compare current
technology with the requirements developed in Task 1, and (3) to determine what
technology advancements are required for both the space station and the 25-kW
power module.
Both a literature search and an industry survey will be conducted.
The literature search will include a comprehensive review of the relevant
literature published after 1 January 1964, and will be conducted using the most
up-to-date techniques. The literature search will be for material identifying
and defining thermal-coatings research and development, contamination control,
and in-orbit servicing under a space environment. Primary concentration will
be on programs proposed for NASA missions, although, as time permits, the ex-
periences of other Federal Government Agencies (in particular the Department
of Defense) will be added for completeness.
To supplement the search, an industry survey will be conducted us-
ing two modes of data collection: (1) direct telephone contact, and (2) per-
sonal visits. The following sources of information will be contacted: (1)
NASA centers, (2) principal investigators, (3) members of the academic and
scientific community who have been major contributors and advisors on past NASA
programs, and (A) other scientific and aerospace companies whose major business
is supplying state-of-the-art thermal-control surfaces for spaceborne NASA
missions. Within budget and schedule limits, decision makers at key installa-
tions in the Department of Defense will also be contacted to broaden the survey
base and make it as comprehensive as possible.
In addition, the current state-of-the-art technologies of passive
thermal-control surfaces will be compared to determine what additional tech-




c. Task^3 -- Degradation Analysis
This task also has three objectives: (a) to perform a de-
tailed degradation analysis of the 25-kW power module, (b) to analyze the
effects of the natural space environment on the 25-kW power module thermal
control surfaces, and (c) to investigate the usefulness of the 25-kW power
module thermal control surfaces.
Utilizing the preliminary design and present mission parameters,
a detailed contamination analysis of the 25-kW power module will be performed.
This shall include self contamination, and interaction with the shuttle and
its payloads, including all docking maneuvers. After determining the degra-
dation due to contamination, an analysis of the subsequent effects of the
natural space environment will be conducted. Candidate thermal control sur-
faces for the 25-kW power module will also be investigated as to their sta-
bility, contamination susceptibility, ease of application, maintainability,
and suitability.
d. Task 4 -- Program Planning
Advanced development plans will be formulated that define
new initiatives and/or program augmentations for development and testing areas
required to provide the proper environmental control for the space station
and the 25-kW power module.
1-4
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The analysis portion of this study has dealt with analysis of
surface materials in defining, sizing, and evaluating active, thermal-control
radiator systems for space stations in the low earth orbit (LEO) and geosyn-
chronous (GEO) environments. This includes evaluation of their degraded per-
formance with time and end-of-life (EOL) thermal considerations. The study
has been multiphase in nature, following general proposed program directions
and specific directives reached as a result of discussions with project office
technical personnel and technical interchange meetings.
Initially, this study has resulted in a definition of heat-rejection
requirements, geometry, orbital constraints, potential degradation effects,
and environmental considerations. In addition, four computer programs have
been developed which provide preliminary design and evaluation tools for active
radiator systems in LEO and GEO. Two programs were developed as a general
program for space station analysis. The other two programs were specifically
tailored to provide an analysis tool for the 25-kW power module. The power
module programs have been subsequently used in degradation (EOL) and radiator
sizing analyses for the module.
This report will present the results of the study including general
conclusions regarding space station active thermal-control radiator system
environments and constraints, details of the computer programs developed in-
cluding operation and listing, and the results of computer analyses performed.
2.1.1 Analysis
In the beginning of the study it was necessary to find a set of
constraints to work within with respect to thermal orbital considerations such
2-1
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as dissipative heat loads, orientations, altitudes, inclinations, radiator
geometry, degradation, and fluid systems. This would allow a meaningful
direction to be taken with respect to actual radiator analysis. Researching
References 1 through 6 provided the necessary insight to develop a general
definition of thermal constraints and ranges on pertinent parameters. This
would allow a realistic approach to analysis of space station active radiator
requirements and environment. Before discussing these considerations, it
should be noted that these initial findings provided the basis for the decision
to develop analytical tools such as computer programs instead of conducting
a general study of parameters affecting radiator design. Because of the num-
ber and range of parameters involved, such a study would be enormous. Insuf-
ficient detail would be provided for many parameters, making the results of
little probable practical use. Rigorous computer programs, however, could
provide sufficient meaningful detail in any area, of interest and would be of
great practical use as an analytical tool.
2.1.2 Definition of Thermal Orbital Considerations
Based upon the researching of space station thermal-design con-
siderations from previous studies, and AESC's experience in passive radiator
design, it was felt that a set of general, active-radiator design constraints
should be adopted, recommended, and utilized in development of the LEO and
GEO computer programs. Constraints or parameter ranges have been specified
with respect to fluid control systems, altitude, orbit inclination, geometry,
orientation, dissipative loads, and degradation. All constraints or ranges
discussed below have been incorporated into the computer programs.
The fluid-control system chosen for both the LEO and GEO general
space station and power module programs is the bypass type used on the Space
Transportation System (STS) and 25-kW power module (References 5 and 6). There
are sufficient advantages to such a system, from a functional point of view,
to merit its use as a general system approach to the flow problem. Figure
2-1 (Reference 7) presents a schematic of such a flow system.
Temperature control of the coolant is accomplished by simple bypass
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system to mix with cold flow returned from the radiators. The temperature
of the mixed flow is monitored by an electronic controller which commands the
valve to regulate the flow to maintain the desired mix temperature. Mathemati-
cally, the control concept is by conservation of mass and energy:
J Cp dT (3)
Assuming Cp is a constant over the temperature range considered, the following
relationship holds:
where
T - initial hot-fluid temperature
T_ = radiator-outlet temperature
K
TM « mixed-outlet temperature
•
m_ * radiator mass flow rate
» •
m_ * bypass mass flow rate
•
m « total mass flow rate
h • fluid enthalpy
Cp - fluid specific heat
2-4
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This type of system allows a T i t o be chosen and maintained to
ensure there is no potential danger to the system by a varying outlet temper-
ature. Also, the pump may be selected for a single operating speed, allowing
it to operate with maximum efficiency at design speed. Choosing a T and T
based upon environmental constraints, and knowing the required heat load to
dissipate, the total mass flow rate can be determined for preliminary design
from the expression:
\ = D/CP(TI - V
where
D = total heat load to be dissipated from fluid by radiator.
Such a system can operate and maintain a given T until radiator
heat loads are such that the radiator outlet fluid temperature rises above
the T value, thus stressing the importance on the degradation of solar ab-
sorptance (a ) on radiator life.
LEO constraints on altitude and orbit inclination (beta angle)
cannot be applied because of th<?. variety of primary mission orbits considered
for various tasks. All beta angles (P) between 0 and + 90 degrees must be
considered and the limit on altitude is only restricted to LEO conditions.
It was decided to consider altitudes between 100 and 1000 nautical miles.
Although most planned mission orbits are between 200 and 300 nautical miles,
some possible missions range to higher altitudes. This makes 1000 nautical
miles a safe upper limit for possible missions and for LEO limitations, allow-
ing use of mean orbital heat-load shape factors for external heat-load calcu-
lations.
The assumption made for LEO conditions is that mean orbital temp-
eratures computed from mean orbital heat loads are representative of entire
orbital temperatures because of the short orbital periods involved. This
assumption would not be valid at synchronous altitude where orbital periods
are far longer. Thus, assuming LEO conditions, steady-state solutions can be
obtained.
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The angle ft refers to the inclination of the orbital plane from
the solar vector. This angle should not be confused by the term "inclination,"
which usually refers to the inclined angle of the orbit with respect to the
equator. The angle 3 will be used in this report as it relates most directly
to solar external heat loads.
GEO constraints on altitude and beta angle are, of course, re-
stricted to the geosynchronous orbit. The altitude is therefore a constant
and a value of 19,370 nautical miles has been used in this report. The beta
angle for such an orbit will
complete cycle once a year.
 vary only between +23.5 , sweeping through a
For GEO conditions complete orbital solutions must be found. Due
to the large orbit period involved, mean orbital solutions for temperatures
and flow rates are not indicative of total orbit behavior. In order to simplify
the procedure for finding a complete orbital solution it has been assumed the
radiators have no thermal capacitance. This is a good assumption for long
orbit periods as efficient radiators by nature are low thermal capacitance de-
vices designed to reject heat rather than store it. Such an assumption allows
a solution to be found at any position in orbit by a steady-state technique,
thus greatly simplifying the solution process. If a transient solution were
used capacitance values would have to be assumed and a lumped parameter nodal
model created. This would not only prevent generalization but would greatly
increase computer cost and limit analyses which could be conducted in an ex-
pedient fashion. While this is the proper approach for a final design effort,
the zero capacitance assumption allows for the generalization, versatility and
quick computer response needed for preliminary design.
In both the LEO and GEO space environment, use must be made of all
required and available area which is thermally favorable for radiators. If
area is available on module surfaces for radiators, it should be used. In
space station studies, extended-platform double-sided radiators are used for
modules which do not have available surface area, or where the area is insuf-
ficient. When module area is sufficient to attach a radiator, one-sided wrap-
2-6
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around radiators are used for additional dissipation requirements (Reference
1). Thus, when station construction begins with just a power module, for
example, extended radiators are used. When inhabited modules are added,
additional dissipation is controlled by wrap-around radiators using the avail-
able module area.
From studies, it appears that this change from extended to wrap-
around radiators may not occur until up to approximately 35 kW need to be dis-
sipated. This "break point" in radiator design has been made a variable in
the LEO and GEO general space station computer programs, but such high heat-
load capabilities may be needed from extended radiators in space. Studies
indicate total dissipative heat loads may exceed 100 kW for space power gener-
ating stations. Thus, radiator systems composed of extended and wrap-around
radiators must be able to accommodate such total dissipative loads.
All such active radiator systems must be designed to handle not
only required dissipative loads but also external heat loads. Under LEO con-
ditions, earthshine (earth radiation) and albedo (solar flux reflected off
the earth) must be considered in addition to direct solar input. All three
of these external heat inputs are orbit and orientation dependent. Under LEO
conditions, earthshine and-albedo can be the dominant external heat inputs.
Being dependent upon the radiator's view of the earth, care must be taken to
orient radiators to minimize these inputs whenever possible. Orientations for
radiators can often be used which minimize all three external heat inputs, or
at least minimize earthshine and albedo without severely increasing direct
solar inputs. Minimizing the combination of earthshine and albedo should be
given equal weight under LEO conditions, with direct solar input if necessary,
because of the relative magnitudes attainable at low altitudes. As an example,
a flat, extendable radiator which looks directly at the earth in LEO conditions
may not be able to operate properly within any realistic environmental temper-
ature ranges because of earthshine input alone. Studies (References 5 and 6)
conducted on the 25 kW power module have resulted in such conclusions already.
Generally in the GEO environment direct solar external heat loads
dominate over the combined influence of earthshine and albedo due to the
2-7
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altitude of the orbit. For many applications both earthshine and albedo can
be neglected for GEO considerations. The GEO computer programs presented in
this report consider earthshine and albedo in order to provide a more accurate
solution; however, their role is minor and direct solar provides the GEO domi-
nant external heat load.
For both LEO and GEO orienting extendable flat radiators in the
orbital plane tends to minimize all three external inputs at moderate 3 angles
and provides minimal earthshine and albedo for all P angles. Orienting cylin-
drical wrap-around radiators with the axis pointing toward the earth minimizes
albedo and earthshine, while not accentuating direct solar input and provides
a minimal solar input for a realistic orientation for moderate 3 angles. It
is recommended that these orientations be used as capable and realistic optimal
radiator orientations for all P angles in the LEO environment, as the main con-
sideration in LEO is to minimize albedo and earthshine as much as direct solar
external heat inputs. These orientations are recommended for GEO also as they
tend to minimize direct solar input for moderate 3 angles (below + 45°) which
include GEO maximum values of +23.5 . The optimum orientation is a solar in-
ertial one at high J3 values but is unacceptable for attitude control reasons.
These orientations have been incorporated into the LEO computer
programs while external heat flux tables defining orientation must be input to
the GEO programs. This distinction has been made due to the nature of the
shading problem. In LEO mean orbital shading coefficients are sufficient as
inputs while for GEO shading must be a function of orbit position and therefore
must be included in tabular form (combined in external heat flux tables as a
convenient method).
The degradation of radiator surfaces because of radiation damage
and potential contamination is of prime importance in radiator design. Degrada-
tion of a surface causes an increase in a with time while essentially leaving
s
the emittance (e) a constant. Thus, direct solar and albedo external heat in-
puts increase with time causing an ever increasing total heat load for the
radiator to accommodate. As this process continues, an ever-increasing
2-8
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percentage of coolant flow is diverted through the radiator in order to main-
tain the mix temperature. Once the external loads have increased to where the
radiator has the total coolant flow through it, further degradation will cause
a failure of the system to maintain the proper mix temperature. This point in
time represents the end-of-life (EOL) condition, and the absorptance value
associated with it determines the amount of degradation a radiator can with-
stand. The EOL limit on <* which a radiator can accommodate depends largely
s
on orientation and radiator area. The time on orbit to arrive at an EOL ®
s
value depends on the rate of degradation (change in absorptance per month).
It is clear that for the LEO environment this EOL condition repre-
sents final EOL, as the mix temperature cannot be maintained virtually through-
out the orbit due to the short orbit period. While the same EOL condition has
been applied to GEO also, for large orbit periods it should be understood that
it may represent only a small portion of the orbit at first. As the degra-
dation continues, the portion of the orbit that would be "out of spec" will
increase with time. Therefore, it may be necessary to cut back on dissipation
and total flow rate over portions of the GEO orbit in order to maintain the
mix temperature with the bypass closed and fluid flowing through the radiator
exiting at the mix value. Thus, while EOL is comprehensive in the LEO case
due to short orbit periods, it may only include part of the GEO orbit initially
but will continue to increase with time.
Another consideration which must be taken into account is an upper
limit a for which infinite radiator area is required to provide "in spec" cool-
ing because of the high heat fluxes incident. This value is largely dependent
upon the thermal requirements of the coolant loop and the orientation of the
radiators; the external heat fluxes are largely a function of orientation.
This value provides an upper limit to the EOL a acceptable for many orienta-
tions (a for infinite area may be 1.0 for some orientation, 3 combinations).
An EOL a value is the key parameter in radiator design as It
determines the life of a radiator system and platform area required. The




If the desired EOL a value turns out to be larger than the a value for in-
finite area, either the orientation must be changed or the task of refurbishing
the radiator surface materials on-orbit must be considered.
The most difficult part of determining EOL is determining the rate
of degradation. It is straightforward to determine an EOL a , but to determine
EOL Itself is dependent on the rate of degradation. Rates of a degradation
s
may vary from 0.0015 (Reference 9) to over 0.01 Act /month (considered a safe
S
upper limit value) depending on material, exposure to the space radiation en-
vironment and volatile condensible material (VCM) contaminants. Contamination
is a major contributor to surface degradation.
Coarse estimates on rates of degradation, based upon low-
contamination long-term satellite flight experience (Reference 9), can be
made if no engine firings occur within the vicinity of the space station.
However, a station which is SIS tended adds to the analysis complexity by major
contamination exposure caused by thruster plumes from the engines. These plumes
can easily engulf a large apace station. The best way. to handle such a prob-
lem is to perform a complete contamination analysis on a space station. Such
an analysis determines the contributing contaminants and computes their mass
deposition rates on all station surfaces as a function of time, taking into
account surface source emission, surface re-emission, and thruster plume and
vent emission (Reference 11). These mass deposition rates must then be corre-
lated with changes in <* to determine rates of degradation on surfaces, partic-
S
ularly on radiators.
One of the functions of all the computer programs presented is to
provide a solution to the radiator-flow problem as a function of degradation.
Changes in radiator and flow performance are computed as a function of time
after launch, allowing EOL & values to be determined and EOL as a function of
S
degradation rate. Values for <* for infinite radiator area are also presented
S
and checked against EOL a by the programs.
S
With the above definition of thermal parameters, two general space
station computer programs were developed (LEO and GEO) to be used as .a design
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tool for the preliminary design of active thermal-control radiators. In addition
to this, two additional programs, similar in nature to the general programs,
were developed especially for the 25-kW power module to be used as a prelimi-
nary design and evaluation tool for its radiator system. These programs will
be presented and discussed in detail later in this report. Using the 25-kW
power module programs, studies have been conducted to evaluate the EOL conditions
for the module configuration as a function of degradation rate and orientation
and the determination of area required to maintain proper thermal operation for
five years. The LEO study will be presented first, followed by the GEO study.
The LEO study was conducted in two phases at different times with
a complete study conducted for each phase. The only differences between the
two phases are the dissipation required to reject the total mass flow rate for
the system and the primary mission P angles. For the first phase these values
were 12 kW, 3000 Ibm/hr and +78.5 , respectively while for the second phase
these values were 20 kW and 5000 Ibm/hr and + 52 and 78.5°, respectively. Both
phases of the study will be presented as two separate studies to avoid confusion.
For both the LEO and GEO studies the module configuration agreed
upon for analysis was the one with the two radiators in the same plane and not
the triple radiator system.
2.1.3 LEO Power Module EOL Degradation and Area Requirement Study -
Phase One
As a result of the technical interchange meeting and subsequent
discussions with the project office technical personnel, a study has been per-
formed to evaluate the EOL conditions for the present 25-kW power module con-
figuration as a function of degradation rate (linear rate of a increasing with
o
time). In addition, an evaluation of the area required to sustain "in spec"
operating conditions for five years has been completed.
The study was conducted evaluating a white paint (zinc orthotitamate;
initial <*g = 0.15, e = 0.88) and silvered Teflon (2 mil, initial » = 0.07,
6
 = 0.76) as radiator materials. Orbital parameters chosen were those of primary
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mission, with P = 78.5° and altitude equal to 235 nautical miles. The radiator
o
control system was to maintain a mix temperature of 40 F, a mass flow rate of
3000 Ibm/hr, and an inlet temperature of 95°F while dissipating 12 kW as a
heat load. It was assumed all four radiators were used, with a combined area
2
of 634 ft . The coolant assumed was Freon 21, with a specific heat of 0.25
BTU/lbm- R (References 5 and 7). Tending by the STS was assumed to minimize
heat rejection capability to space (view blockage) while increasing dissipation
load to a worst case. Orientations considered were the ZPOP XLV (X local
vertical) and the ZPOP YPSL (Y perpendicular to the sun line) . These orien-
tations were considered because they are the most favorable from a thermal
standpoint of realistic orientations and therefore would provide the longest
EOL time on orbit. A solar inertial orientation (XSI) would be favorable for
high |3 values but has attitude control problems associated with it.
Figure 2-2 provides a picture of the axis system of the STS and
the STS orientations considered for this study, with the module attached. The
term "POP" means perpendicular to the orbit plane.
Studies were conducted for rates of degradation ranging from 0.0015
Aa /month to 0.01 ^a /month as an upper bound, considering potential contami-
" S S
nation effects.













































































The results in the table are presented for the materials considered,
the orientations, and the primary mission considerations discussed in the pre-
vious paragraphs. The a values presented are maximum values allowable. At
B
these values infinite radiator area is required to keep the thermal-control
system "in spec"; thus, they define an upper limit to EOL a values. These
8
values are largely a function of orbit and orientation. The maximum degrada-
tion rates presented are the largest rates allowable to remain "in spec" for
five years under the primary mission constraints presented.
Detailed plots of study results for area requirements and radiator
lifetime for present area considerations as a function of degradation rate are
presented in Figures 2-3 through 2-10. Figures 2-3 through 2-6 provide charts
of radiator life as a function of degradation rate for the-materials and orien-
tations considered. Figures 2-7 through 2-10 present required radiator platform
area for five-year operation (with primary mission constraints) as a function







































































































































































































































value exists for which infinite area is inadequate because of the size of
external loads. Thus, for a given orientation, there is a maximum a value
s
for which the radiator can maintain proper operation because of the influence
of direct solar and albedo heat loads.
Because of the low degradation rates (values below 0.0027 Ad /month)
S
required to provide five-year life with current area constraints, and the low
maximum a values acceptable because of orientation constraints, it appears
S
refurbishment will be required within the five-year period if current orbital
considerations and orientations remain unchanged (even if increased area were
provided).
The radiator orientations are favorable thermally, and only a
movable radiator system could slightly improve their orientation. However,
lowering the high B value for the primary mission could greatly increase the
upper limit on maximum a for EOL conditions.
S
The only alternative to radiator refurbishment for a five-year
module life appears to be a lowering of primary mission 3 angle. In order to
provide data for such an alternative, a study has been conducted with the
current constraints and present platform area for the system with primary mis-
sion altitude, as in the previously discussed study, with the exception of ft
being a variable. The same materials and orientations were considered. These
results are presented in Figures 2-11 through 2-15.
Figures 2-11 through 2-14 show the life the present system can ex-
pect to have (remain "in spec") as a function of degradation rate and 3 angle.
These charts show how, for a given rate of degradation, time until EOL in-
creases as B is lowered; they also show what level of degradation can be sus-
tained for five years as a function of B. Figure 2-15 shows how /3 affects the
d value for the infinite radiator area requirement and how this a value,
s s
which provides an upper limit, increases as B decreases.
For an altitude of 235 nautical miles, eclipsing by the earth be-






































































































































increase in system life can be attained unless the 8 angle is lowered below
this level. For reasonable degradation rates on the order of 0.005 Act /month
s
as estimated (Skylab results from NASA/MSFC), and with the current system
design, it appears mission 3 angle may have to be lowered to a value of ~ 51
degrees to ensure five-year life at 235 nautical miles.
Accurate determination of the rates of degradation that will
actually be encountered can only be achieved by a detailed contamination study.
However, reasonable rough estimates of the degradation rates anticipated indi-
cate the present 25-kW power module design for the thermal-control system can-
not survive "in spec" for a five-year period (even with the most favorable
orientations) without lowering the primary mission $ angle considerably, gimbal
of radiators, or refurbishing radiators on-orbit at least once in the five-
year period. With the present system and primary mission orbit, studies indi-
cate proper operational system life will be approximately 2 to 2.5 years with-
out refurbishment or orbit change required.
2.1.4 LEO Power Module EOL Degradation and Area Requirement Study -
Phase Two
The second phase was also a study to evaluate the end of life (EOL)
for the 25 kW power module radiators as a function of degradation rate, primary
mission 3, and for most favorable thermal orientations in low earth orbit (LEO).
In addition, an evaluation of the platform area required to sustain "in spec"
operation for five years was conducted. To remain "in spec" means the radiator
is able to reject a full dissipation heat load and maintain the proper mix
temperature.
Since the phase one study, the evolution of the power module has
required parameters regarding primary mission orbit inclination (Beta angle,
0), total mass flow rate and required dissipation to be redefined (Reference
6) . These changes have brought about the need' to perform these studies once
again under more recent power module specifications.
This recent study was conducted evaluating a white paint (zinc
orthotitanate; Initial a = 0.15, 6= 0.88) and silvered Teflon (2 mil,




parameters chosen were those of primary missions in LEO with 8 equaling 52
and 78.5 degrees and an altitude equal to 235 nautical miles. The radiator
control system maintained a mix temperature of 40 F, a total mass flow rate
"of 5000 Ibm/hr and an inlet temperature of 95°F while dissipating 20 kW as a
heat load. It was assumed all four radiator segments were used, with a com-
2
bined platform area of 634 ft . The coolant used was Freon 21, with a specific
heat of 0.25 BTU/lbm- R assumed constant. Tending by the STS was assumed to
minimize heat rejection capability to space (view blockage) while increasing
dissipating load to a worst case. Orientations considered were the ZPOP XLV
(X local vertical) and ZPOP YPSL (Y perpendicular to solar line). These ori-
entations were considered because they are the most favorable from a capable
thermal standpoint and therefore would provide the longest EOL time on orbit.
A solar inertial orientation (XSI) may be more favorable but not attitude
achievable. The radiator system evaluated consisted of two radiators, each
in the orbit plane and each consisting of two segments.
For this study, rates of degradation (linear rise in solar absorp-
varied from 0.0008 to 0.01 AC* /month
s
to 84 degrees to include primary mission values.
tance) were &ot  while 3 was varied from 52
S
A degradation rate of 0.0015 Aa /month is still considered a lower
S
bound realistic limit for degradation. Using values as low as 0.0008 Aa /
S
month, however, allowed the graphical results to be presented in a more com-
plete fashion.
The key results of this study are presented in Table 2-2.
The maximum degradation rates presented represent the largest rates
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The solar absorptance values presented for requiring infinite radi-
ator platform area represent an upper limit to the acceptable degraded absorp-
tance values when sizing the radiators for the primary missions given. These
absorptances represent values which correspond to external heat fluxes suf-
ficiently large such that infinite radiator area would be required for "in
spec" operation. If these values are so low that realistic rates of degradation
would cause absorptance values to exceed or come close to them during the life
of the vehicle, then primary mission parameters should be re-examined. As an
example the values for (3 = 78.5 degrees are much too low requiring degradation
rates considerably below 0.005 Aa /month to stay "in spec." Such a rate as
s
0.005 A<* /month is reasonable based on Skylab results from NASA/MSFC.
S
Using the 0.005 Ao? /month rate as a reasonable estimate for radi-
S
ator degradation on the power module, Table 2-2 lists the expected operational
"in spec" life or EOL value based upon this rate. It is clear from these re-
sults the present system cannot sustain "in spec" operation for five years for
the primary mission constraints currently specified with such a degradation
rate.
The last column in Table 2-2 presents the required platform area
to remain "in spec" for five years at a degradation rate of 0.005 Aa /month.
S
These results indicate approximately 50 to 100 percent increases in platform
area are required depending on primary mission parameters.
All of these data are presented in greater detail as graphs of
parametric studies in the remaining figures included in this report. Figures
2-16 through 2-19 present degradation rates versus life (in spec) after launch
(EOL) as a function of P for the four combinations of materials and orientations.
Figures 2-20 through 2-23 present five year solar absorptance values versus
required platform area as a function of 3 for the four combinations of mater-
ials and orientations. Figure 2-24 presents the maximum solar absorptance
value (requiring infinite radiator area) versus 3 for the four combinations




























































































































































































































































Because of the low degradation rates required to provide five-
year life with current area constraints and the low maximum ot acceptable be-
s
cause of primary mission constraints, it appears refurbishment will be required
within the five-year period if current constraints remain unchanged. With in-
creased platform area, primary mission for P = 52 degrees may be feasible for
five years without refurbishment if radiator platform area is increased as
Table 2-2 indicates; for P = 78.5 degrees even increased platform area would
not allow five-year life.
The radiator orientations examined are favorable thermally. A
deviation toward a radiator solar inertial orientation via a movable radiator
system or reorientation may reduce the external heat loads at such high 3
values, however, this would require a gimbal system. In LEO, therefore, no
modifications of orientation are expected to provide significantly improved
life over the orientations examined. Only a lowering of (3 angle can signifi-
cantly reduce the external heat fluxes values thus extending radiator oper-
ational life, however, that is an understandably unacceptable alternative.
Reasonable estimates of the degradation rates anticipated indicate
the present module design for the thermal control system cannot remain "in
spec" for a five year period (even with the most favorable orientations) with-
out lowering primary mission 3, gimbal of radiators, or refurbishing the radi-
ators on-orbit at least once in the five year period. It appears increasing
radiator platform area is the only way to partially alleviate these constraints.
2.1.5 GEO Power Module EOL Degradation and. Area Requirement Study
A GEO environment study has also been conducted to evaluate the
end of life (EOL) for the 25-kW power module radiators as a function of degra-
dation rate, P angle, and orientation at GEO altitude. As a part of this
study an evaluation has been made of the platform area required to remain "in
spec" for a five-year operational life. To remain "in spec" means the radi-




The time of EOL has been defined, for this study, to be that time
on-orbit for which "in spec" operation first becomes impossible during any
portion of the orbit due to excessive external head loads. In other words,
the time in vehicle life at which external loads first become excessive, re-
sulting in radiator inability to reject the full dissipation load and provide
an exit fluid temperature equal to or below the mix value.
Unlike LEO conditions, this EOL definition does not mean the system
cannot provide "in spec" operations during the entire orbit. Instead, it
simply means EOL occurs when it cannot provide "in spec" operation over the
entire orbit any longer due to growing excessive external head loads. After
the EOL point in GEO has occurred, typically "in spec" operation will be pos-
sible during portions of the orbit and during the other portion of the orbit
dissipation and total flow rate will have to be cut back to maintain the proper
mix temperature coming out of the radiator (the bypass will be close during
this portion of operation). This reduced performance capability will continue
to become an ever increasing portion of the orbit as excessive external heat
loads continue to increase with time. The EOL definition for this study is
then, that point in time of the vehicle life at which this reduced performance
is first required.
This study has been conducted evaluating a white paint (zinc ortho-
titanate; initial ot = 0.15, e = 0.88) and silvered Teflon (2 mil, initial
s
ot = 0.07, e = 0.76) as radiator materials. Orbital parameters chosen where
S
those of a GEO altitude of 19,370 nautical miles and a 9 angle ranging from
zero to 23.5 degrees at 5 degree increments. The radiator control system param-
eters are mix and inlet temperatures of 40°F and 95°F, respectively, and a
total mass flow rate of 5000 Ibm/hr. The radiator configuration used was that
of two radiators in the same plane consisting of all four segments and a com-
2
bined platform area of 634 ft . The coolant considered was Freon 21, with
a specific heat of 0.25 BTU/lbm-°R assumed constant. Tending by the STS has
been assumed to minimize heat rejection capability to space (view blockage)
while increasing dissipation to a worst case of 20 kW.
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Both hot and thermally favorable orientations have been considered
due to possible earth-oriented missions which might be considered in GEO.
These orientations both are shown in Figure 2-25. ZPOP (thermally favorable)
and XPOP (hot case) missions have been considered with the possibility of an
XSI (thermally favorable) orientation. The XSI orientation is thermally
favorable in the GEO environment also, but has attitude control problems
associated with it. The XSI case, however, for GEO is virtually the same
(thermally) as the ZPOP YPSL at a f} = 0 condition and therefore was not evalu-
ated as a separate orientation consideration. Although, XLV, ZLV, and YPSL
orientations are considered for the ZPOP and XPOP orientations the EOL values
are indistinguishable between XLV and YPSL for the ZPOP orientation and between
ZLV and YPSL for the ZPOP orientation. This result is not true for the entire
orbit as a whole, but is true for the position in orbit at which EOL first
occurs. Therefore, an XPOP ZLV and a ZPOP YPSL orientation were chosen as
representative orientations. The ZPOP orientation, being the thermally favor-
able orientation at low P values should provide the longest EOL time on orbit
and the XPOP orientation, being a hot orientation, should provide a minimal
EOL time on orbit.
For this study, rates of degradation (linear rise in solar absorp-
tance) were varied from 0.001 to 0.015 A® /month (an upper limit of 0.006 for
s
the XPOP cases due to infinite area required at and above this value for five
year life). A degradation rate of 0.0015 A<* /month is still considered a
S
minimal realistic limit and 0.01 Aor /month is still considered a reasonable
S
upper limit (based upon data available), however, expanding the range of
values considered allows the results to be presented in a more complete mannerv
The key results of this study are presented in Table 2-3. For the
table only 3 values of zero and 23.5 degrees are presented which bracket the
solutions. More detailed plots of the results can be found in figures refer-
enced below.
The maximum degradation rates presented in the first data column
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It can be seen the only non-critical values are for the ZPOP orientations.
The values for the XPOP orientations are well below the 0.005 A a /month
s
(NASA/MSFC) value considered most reasonable to date.
The solar absorptance values presented for requiring infinite
radiator platform area represent an upper limit to the acceptable degraded
absorptance values when sizing the radiators. These values correspond to ex-
ternal heat fluxes sufficiently large such that infinite radiator area would
be required for "in spec" operation. If these values are so low that realistic
rates of degradation would cause absorptance values to exceed or closely ap-
proach them during the vehicle life, then the mission 3 and orientation must
be reexamined. Such is the case for the XPOP orientations, however, not so
for the ZPOP orientations.
Using the 0.005 Aa /month rate as a reasonable estimate for radi-
s
ator degradation on the power module, the table lists next the operational
life or EOL value based upon this rate. The 60+ values for the ZPOP orien-
tations indicate five year plus life can be expected. Values closely sur-
rounding two years are indicative of the XPOP orientations.
The last column represents the required platform area to remain
"in spec" for five years with a degradation rate of 0.005 Aa /month. It is
S
clear from these data the current power module configuration is sufficient
for the ZPOP orientations. It is clear for the XPOP orientations the values
required are excessively high indicating 284 to 365 percent increases in plat-
form area required over the current configuration.
This data is presented in greater detail in the figures which
follow this text. Figures 2-26 through 2-29 present degradation rates versus
life (in spec) after launch (EOL) as a function of 3 for the two orientations
and two materials considered. Figures 2-30 through 2-33 present degradation
rates versus required platform area for five-year life as a function of 3
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These results indicate that with anticipated degradation rates on
the order of 0.005 Aa /month, radiators covered with either white paint (zinc
s
orthotitanate) or silvered Teflon (with the exception of radiation bombard-
ment problems) oriented with the ZPOP orientation could provide five years of
life for the evaluated power module configuration in GEO with "in spec" oper-
ation. Oriented in the XPOP orientations it is clear that, without reorienting
the radiators with a gimbal system to keep them parallel,or nearly parallel,
to the plane of the eclyptic, with the configuration studied the EOL value is
approximately 2 to 2.5 years. Thus, refurbishment would be required at least
once during a five year period.
These results indicate a small deviation from the ZPOP orientations
could be made and still provide five-year life, however, it is clear five-year
survival in the GEO environment is clearly dependent upon a thermally favorable
orientation. Considering that this is a preliminary and rather idealized
study, it is clear there is little margin for deviation from a thermally most
favorable vehicle orientation, unless the radiators are gimbaled, if five-year
life is to be achieved.
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2.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Four computer programs have been developed which provide a prelim-
inary design and evaluation tool for active radiator systems in LEO and GEO.
Two programs have been developed as general programs for space station
analysis. The other two programs have been developed to provide an analysis
tool for the 25-kW power module.
Both types of programs find the radiator-flow solution and
evaluate external heat loads in the same way; however, the two programs are
conceptually different. The general space station programs are more in the
nature of a preliminary design tool, while the power module programs are more
of an evaluation tool. For many purposes both program types could be used
for the same task. However, the space station programs have greater
capability for sizing radiator platform areas and coolant flow rates along
with the ability to size both flat extended and cylindrical wraparound
radiators.
Both program types (general and power module) have been formatted
according to the general orbital considerations:
a. The bypass thermal control system is the type of system both
programs evaluate. ,
b. Both LEO programs are limited to altitudes between 100 and
1000 nautical miles, with 8 angles ranging from 0 to + 90
degrees. Both GEO programs assume an altitude of 19,370
nautical miles and any 6 angle may be input, however, it
should vary between 0 and 23.5 degrees to be geosynchronous.
c. Both LEO programs are restricted to LEO conditions because of
the assumption that orbital periods are sufficiently small to
allow orbital mean temperatures to be indicative of tempera-
tures over the entire orbit. This allows orbital mean ex-
ternal heat loads to be used and steady-state solutions to
be determined. Both GEO programs assume the orbit period is
sufficiently long to assume zero thermal capacitance
radiators, allowing complete orbital solutions to be found by
a steady-state numerical solution technique used for each
position in orbit that is specified. In addition to long
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orbit periods, efficient radiators are designed to be low
capacitance; rejecting heat and not storing it, thus
supporting the assumption.
d. Both LEO programs evaluate flat extended radiators oriented
in the orbit plane, as this is an optimal configuration for a
fixed system. In addition, the LEO space station program
evaluates cylindrical wrap-around module radiators oriented
with the axis pointing toward the earth as that is the
optimal configuration for such a fixed system. The flat
radiators are double sided; thus, the area considered is
platform area. While these orientations are thermally
//, favorable, the GEO programs are not restricted to them be-
cause the external heat fluxes are not determined strictly
in the coding but rather result from tabular inputs. This
is necessary as shading must be input on a function of
orbit position which is not the case in LEO where only mean
values are required for the programs.
e. Both program types evaluate degraded performance with time on
orbit. Rates of degradation may be input along with time on
orbit and intervals over which solutions are obtained.
In the case of the GEO programs complete orbital solutions
are provided at user specified times over which the de-
gradation occurs.
Both LEO programs allow the parameters of altitude, orbit B angle,
required fluid heat-load dissipation, and degradation rates to be selectively
inputted as singular values or as ranges with specified intervals. This
allows the user to evaluate a specific case of interest or generate an entire
parametric study in a single run. Other inputs vary depending on which pro-
gram is used. This is also true of the GEO programs except for the altitude
which is fixed and the B angle which is input and cannot be varied para-
metrically in a single run because of the restriction of reading in
corresponding external heat load tables.
i
2.2.1 LEO General Space Station Program
The LEO space station program was developed to be a preliminary
design tool, with the major objectives being the determination of required





degradation. In addition, the entire radiator-flow solution is determined for
time increments from initial on-orbit conditions through EOL, providing a
quantitative solution to the effects of degradation .over the life of the
system.
These solutions may be found for both flat extended radiators and
cylindrical wrap-around module radiators. The input allows for the solution
for each radiator type independently. The required fluid dissipation may be
input in such a way that only one type of radiator need be considered or dis-
sipation may be incremented such that flat radiators are sized up to a certain
load (break point) after which all additional dissipation will be used to size
cylindrical radiators. Thus, a particular radiator (of either type) may be
sized, or a combination of independent radiators of both types may be sized for
total heat loads for a large station with inhabited modules.
The known input parameters for the program relate a design philos-
ophy. Internal environmental control defines an inlet temperature (T ), outlet
mix temperature (Tw) and a dissipation load (D) specifically or within veryM
small ranges. Orbital B angles and altitude will be defined or ranges set.
This information furnishes the required data input for sizing the coolant flow
rate, providing the coolant specific heat is known. However, for area sizing,
additional information must be determined on the maximum external heat fluxes
the system can withstand. For this reason degradation knowledge is essential.
A value for EOL a must be determined. The area sizing of the radiator, be-
s
cause of external loading, depends on this parameter.
For a given orientation, altitude, and 3 value, there is a maximum
a value for which a given system (materials considered) can remain "in spec"
s
even with infinite area. The program computes this value and compares it with
an EOL a value computed from degradation rate, initial a value, and lifetime
s s
inputted. Should the EOL a be less, a lifetime solution to the flow problem
S
will be computed and area sized. If the EOL a is larger, the solution will
S
terminate with the appropriate message. The area will be sized using the
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computed EOL a , assuming the total mass flow rate of coolant is flowing
through the radiator as the EOL limiting condition. This provides a minimum
area required to meet the EOL condition. The program computes the complete
radiator flow solution at specified time intervals (inputted) between initial
on-orbit time and EOL (EOL time is specified as a design input and is used
to calculate EOL a ), showing quantitatively how degradation changes the
s
system performance.
The program can thus be used to determine what EOL ex values are
S
acceptable under design conditions and what rates of degradation are implied
to meet EOL lifetimes for given orientations. The program output provides in-
formation as to when programmed inputs do not provide a realistic solution.
Thus, the necessary information to correlate orbital parameters with area and
flow requirements (aiding in pump sizing) for realistic life on orbit for the
system is provided.
When a solution is possible, the proprnn provides inlet-fluid
temperature, mean radiator temperature, radiator-outlet-fluid temperature,
mass flow rate through the radiator, a , total solar heat input, total albedo
S





T - mean radiator temperature
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In addition to these parameters, design parameters such as
radiator type, total mass flow rate, required area, EOL a , maximum a due
s s
to external loads, dissipation, earthshine heat input (not a function of a
but rather e, thus remaining constant), orbit parameters, and inlet and raii
temperature conditions are printed out.
2.2.2 GEO General Space Station Program
The GEO space station program performs similar functions and
maintains the same basic approach or philosophy as the LEO space station
program. Special modifications have been added to tailor the program to the
GEO environment. Here again, input system parameters and degradation rate,
along with vehicle life values, allow one or both types of radiatiors to be
sized independantly and the complete performance life of the system is
computed and presented to the user.
In this program 8 may not be parametrically varied but instead
a single value may be input which corresponds to the tabular external heat
load shape factor data. The reason for this is that for any given 8 a set
of tabular data must be input in the form of heat flux tables for direct
solar, earthshine and albedo, in that order. Three tables must be input for
each of the two radiator geometries; double-sided flat extended and single-
sided cylindrical wrap-around. The reasons for tabular input are twofold,
the radiators are not orientation bound with respect to the earth due to the
dominance of albedo and earthshine as in LEO and shading must be input as a
function of orbit position instead of mean values as in LEO.
The purpose for requiring orbital variations is that complete
orbital solutions must be provided in GEO conditions due to the length of the
orbit period. The variation of external loads over such an orbit period
causes large variations in the system performance and, therefore, orbital
mean values are not representative of the orbit as a whole as in the LEO
environment. As a result, at user specified points along the input system




These orbital solutions are computed at user-specified orbit
positions by a steady-state numerical technique which may be used by assuming
zero thermal capacitance for the radiators. This is a good assumption in
that the orbit period is sufficiently long for the effect of the capacitance
to be negligible and furthermore, efficient radiators are by themselves low
capacitance devices designed to reject heat, not store it. The alternative
to such an assumption would result in a lumped-parameter nodal model program
which would require several times the cost to run and would lose the
generality and versatility that makes such an approach an effective pre-
liminary design tool.
Area fractions may also be input so that complete area varying
parametric studies can be made within a single run. An area fraction is a
number which,when input, will be multiplied with the computed design area
required. Thus, not only can the platform area and life performance of an
exact sized radiator be determined but also for an oversized or undersized
or complete parametric variation study of all three. For example, an area
fraction of 1.0 would allow determination to be made of the exact platform
area required for a specified life while an area fraction of 1.5 would allow
determination of a platform area one and a half times the size required, etc.
While there is virtually no limit to the upper bound area fraction which can
be used, there is a minimum or lower bound area fraction value. The minimum
value is that which causes an area to be determined which is so small that
the initial external heat loads cause the cooling system to operate at the
limit of "in spec" performance at the position in orbit where external heat
loads are a maximum. In other words, at the position in orbit where the ex-
ternal heat loads are a maximum, before any degradation can occur, the
radiator will require the total mass flow through it (bypass closed) with
the fluid leaving it at the mix temperature in order to reject the full
dissipation load. This is the limit of "in spec" operation. As is the case
when an EOL a exceeds the value for infinite area required, likewise, if an
s
area fraction entered is below the minimum value, the program will print an




For a radiator to be sized with an area fraction of one, the pre-
viously defined definition of EOL is used. The radiator is sized such that
the limit of "in spec" operation occurs at the intended EOL time and only at
the orbit position of the final orbit where the external heat loads are a
maximum. It is clear that for some time bayond EOL, i.e.,for periods of
operation for deliberately undersized radiators (area fraction less than
1.0), over portions of the orbit "in spec" operation may occur while over
portions of the orbit the dissipation and total flow rate must be reduced to
maintain the mix temperature (bypass closed). It is possible to reach a
point at which there is no flow or dissipation and the system is totally
shut down over portions of the orbit or even all of it.
Therefore, three operation regimes may be encountered for which
the program tests and computes if needed. The first is the "in spec"
operation regime where fluid is flowing through the bypass and the mix
temperatures is being met with the radiator rejecting the full dissipation
load. The limiting case of this regime is virtually at the EOL condition
where full flow is required through the radiator to reject the full dissipa-
tion load and the fluid exits the radiator at the mix temperature. The
second regime passes beyond the EOL condition and in order to cope with ex-
cessive external heat loads the dissipation and.total flow rate has been
reduced, the bypass is closed and the flow exits the radiator at the mix
temperature. The third regime is that in which total shutdown is required.
The external heat loads are such that the mix temperatures cannot be met
with even partial system operation, and all dissipation and flow are dis-
continued. It is conceivable that all three regimes could occur within an
orbit if an under sized radiator were being evaluated. The program is
capable of handling all such regimes and complex solutions.
Earth eclipsing is handled by the program also. It is not
necessary to put eclipse values in the direct solar tabular inputs. The
program determines if eclipsing is required and if so computes the orbit
positions of entrance and exit and zeros out all direct solar tabular input
between these values. In addition,it prints these values out and includes them
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in the orbital solution. In the solution technique it computes values at
these points assuming the direct solar input is present but ends at these
points;thus all values in between have no direct solar input associated
with their solution.
As does the LEO program, the GEO program can be used to determine
what EOL ot values are acceptable under design conditions and what rates of
s
degradation are implied to meet EOL lifetimes for given orientations. The
primary purpose is to size radiator platform areas and flow rates given
surface coating properties and provide a complete solution of lifetime per-
formance. Although the studies performed have used the program for other
tasks it could also be used to evaluate freezing problems with coolants. The
program output provides information as to when programmed inputs do not pro-
vide a realistic solution. Thus, the necessary information to correlate
orbital parameters with area and flow requirements (aiding in pump sizing)
for realistic life on orbit for the system is provided.
When a solution is possible, the program provides complete
orbital solutions (user-specified orbit positions) for user-specified points
in time for the entire life of the system. The orbital solution outputs
consist of orbit position, inlet fluid temperatures, mean radiator temper-
ature, radiator-outlet-fluid temperatures, mass flow rate through the
radiator, direct solar heat load, earthshine heat load, albedo heat load,
dissipation, eta , and the number of iterations required for the solution.
In addition to these parameters, design parameters such as
radiator type,total dissipation, 8 angle and altitude, inlet and mix
temperatures, computed area and minimum area fraction .computed total mass
flow rate, a for requiring infinite radiator area, maximum a value for
s s
EOL, EOL, degradation rate, eclipse angles (if required), time after launch,




In conclusion this program performs conceptually the same as the
LEO general space -station program with the exception of the aforementioned
changes to adapt it to the GEO environment.
2.2.3 LEO 25-kW Power Module Program
The LEO power module program has been designed to be an evaluation
tool for the module active radiator system. This program solves the
radiator-flow problem, but only for flat extended radiators. While this pro-
gram can be used for radiator sizing, a nominal area is input for which a
coolant flow rate is sized in the same way as the space station program.
Also, while this program does provide minimum area size for candidate EOL a
(which it also computes), its purpose is to evaluate the change in radiator
performance with time and show when actual EOL will occur and at what a .
In the space station program, the time period inputted was treated
as the EOL value for design; in this program it is not. A portion of the pro-
gram uses the input time to compute an area sizing and a for such a period of
s
time (assumed candidate EOL); however, the area inputted does not necessarily
correlate with the inputted time, nor does that time necessarily represent actual
EOL in this program. This program computes the degraded system solution at in-
tervals (user specified) until either the inputted time period runs out or the
radiator reaches a temperature equal to the inlet fluid. After the actual EOL
condition is reached (degradation has occurred until all the flow is required
through the radiator), the solution continues providing an evaluation of system
degradation "out of spec" and a measure of increased required flow rates and
temperatures encountered past actual EOL as a function of time.
While the space station program reveals if a specified EOL solution
is possible and, if so, what it is, this program reveals when actual EOL will
occur and subsequent "out of spec" performance. The area sizing calculation is
performed to show what area is required at the EOL radiator mass flow rate to
sustain "in spec" operation for the time period inputted. This area enables a
determination to be made if the nominal area inputted is oversized or undersized.
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In addition, a maximum value for a is computed for which infinite
s
rediator-area is required to remain "in spec." If the a computed over the
time period inputted is greater than the infinite area a limit, then area
S
cannot be computed and the situation is printed out.
For the degraded solution, the outputs printed (inlet fluid tempera-
ture, mean radiator temperature, radiator outlet fluid temperature, mass flow
rate through radiator, a , total solar heat input, total albedo heat input,
eta and iterations required for a solution) are the same as those for the
space station program.
In addition to these parameters, design parameters such as total
mass flow rate, area sizing for time period a , a maximum for infinite area
S S
caused by external loads, dissipation, total earthshine heat .input (constant),
orbital parameters, and inlet and mix temperature conditions are output.
2.2.4 GEO 25-kW Power Module Program
The GEO power module program is conceptually almost identical to
the LEO program. The differences are modifications to adapt it specifically
to the GEO environment. Like the LEO program, it considers only flat extended
radiators and evaluates an already sized (platform area input) radiator for
determination of EOL and provides an evaluation of the radiator performance
with time. It also computes a values for infinite area requirement and
o
sizes areas required for the specified time period input.
The main difference in input is that the external heat loads must
be input in tabular form in the same fashion as the GEO space station program.
This criteria restricts B to a single value input per run also.
This program computes the degraded system solution at intervals
(user-specified) throughout a user-specified time after launch. These
solutions, as in the case of the GEO space station program, are complete
orbit solutions with eclipsing if required. All three types of solution
regimes are also considered and evaluated if necessary. While the LEO
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program allowed the radiator to warm up and possibly approach the inlet fluid
temperatures, the GEO program provides for a undersized radiator to proceed
through the three aforementioned solution regimes.
The main purpose of this program is to provide an evaluation of
radiator-flow performance for an already sized radiator (power module) in the
GEO environment and provide required area and a limit information for design
s
evaluation.
For the orbital solutions, the outputs printed are orbit position,
inlet-fluid temperature, mean radiator temperature, radiator-outlet-fluid
temperature, mass flow rate through the radiator, direct solar heat load,
earthshine heat load, albedo heat load, dissipation, eta and the number of
iterations required for the solution.
In addition to these parameters, design parameters such as total
dissipation, inlet and mix temperatures, total mass flow rate, area input, 6
angle and altitude, eclipse angles if required, time after launch and
corresponding a value are also printed out.
S
All of the GEO analysis of the power module included in this
report was performed with the use of this program.
2.2.5 External Heat Inputs
External heat inputs include direct solar, earthshine, and albedo
inputs. All three of these inputs are significant in the LEO environment.
Earthshine and albedo can be negligilble in the GEO environment but have been
included in the GEO computer programs for thoroughness. The basic mathamatic-
al definitions for the three types of external heat loads presented below are
used for both the LEO and GEO environments. For LEO, however, orbital mean
values for heat fluxes may be developed for orbital calculations while for
GEO complete orbital variations must be considered. External heat loads may
be defined as follows:
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Solar heat input may be defined as follows:
Q = SAF a (7)
where
9
S - solar flux (mean) incident on surface (442 BTU/hr-ft~)
2
A ™ surface area (ft )
F = shape factor defined as F = Q /SA a
s s s s
F is a measure of projected area normal to solar flux and
S
can be represented by cos <£ where 4> is the angle between the
solar vector and surface normal. The value of S presented
2
is a mean value; it varies between 426 and 454 BTU/hr-ft .
The earthshine heat input, which is thermal radiation from the
earch, may be defined as:
QE - EAFE e (8)
E = earth thermal radiation flux incident on a surface
(66.36 BTU/hr-ft2)
e = emittance of surface
F • = shape factor defined as F_ = Q-/EA e; F_ is more complicatedt , t h e .
than F in that it not only accounts for projected surface
area but also the distribution of incident radiation as
earth emission cannot be considered collimated as solar flux
can. It is a geometric configuration factor.
The albedo heat input is solar-flux incident on a surface which is
reflected from the earth and may be defined as follows:




a = reflectance of earth, has average value of 0.4
F. = shape factor defined as: F. = Q./Sa A a F is also more
c\ A A S ft.
complicated than F in that it not only accounts for
S
projected surface area but also the distribution of solar
radiation reflected from the earth.
The earthshine and albedo formulae for a cylinder replace the
area with the product of diameter times length, and the shape factors are
based upon this convention. In order to factor out or use area in these
formulae for a cylinder, a factor of 7T must be used to compensate for the
shape factor convention.
To provide straightforward use of the external input formulations
for LEO, the shape factors must be formulated as functions of orbit position
(0 * orbit angular position defined as zero at the subsolar point), S angle,
and altitude. Restricting the flat radiator orientation to the plane of the
orbit and the cylindrical radiator orientation to the axis pointing toward
the earth, a simple set of formulations and assumptions may be applied.
With the orientations defined, data from Reference 9 was used to
derive the F values as a function of altitude (being independent of B) for
Hi
both types or radiators. These data were then curve-fitted into the follow-
ing polynomial expressions:
Flat plate:
FE = 0.4127579927 - AL (0.6963855121 x 10~3) + AL2 (0.6778353736 x 10~6)





F£ = 1.296533585 - AL (0.218701805 x 10~2) + AL2 (0.2127767402 x 10~5)
- AL3 (0.8424327902 x 10~9)
 (n)
where
AL = altitude (nmi)
These expressions are valid from 100 to 1000 nautical miles in altitude.
The only way to handle albedo F values in a fashion which is not
A
unwieldy, is to devise a formulation which approximates the rigorous solution.
The following common approximation was used:
F = F cos (40 (12)
where
fy = The angle between a vector along the solar line and a vector
pointing toward the center of the earth.
This approximation is very accurate (within a few percent) for orbital mean
values and only becomes inaccurate when 0 is close to 90 degrees. However,
at such B values the value for albedo is usually so small when compared with
other inputs the discrepancy is negligible. In terms of 8 and 8 the expres-
sion becomes
F. = F_ cos (6) cos (8) (13)
The direct solar F values obtain the following functional forms,
O




FS = sin (6) (14)
Cylinder:
F = i (sin (cos'1 (cos (9) cos (B))))
o Ti (15)
The orbital mean shape factor values are required; thus, the
above equations must be numerically integrated over an entire orbit (0) to
determine mean values. For direct solar F values, shading caused by earth
D
eclipsing must be considered. The following equation reveals the orbit posi-
tion at which eclipsing starts as a function of 6, altitude and radius of the
















The above 9 and its complement define the orbital range over which
shading occurs, and Fg values must be zero for the integration over this
interval.
Equations (10) through (16) are programmed and mathematically
manipulated to generate orbital mean Fg, F£, and FA values which then may be
used in conjunction with Equations (7) through (9) to generate the orbital mean
external heat inputs for LEO. Figures 2-34 through 2-39 provide plots of the
orbital mean shape factors in LEO for direct solar, earthshine, and albedo ex-
ternal heat inputs as a function of altitude and 3 angle. Figure 2-40, generat-


































































































































































































































































































In the GEO environment orbital external mean flux values are
insufficient as orbital variations in external heat loads are required. In
addition, orientations for thermally favorable conditions require minimizing
direct solar heat loads instead of the combination of earthshine and albedo
as in the LEO case. This increases the selection of thermally favorable
orientations in GEO such as the X SI orientation. As a result of these
conditions, external heat loads are not exclusively a part of the internal
operation of the coding in the GEO programs. Instead they are input in
tabular form as shape factor tables. This allows for variation with orbit
position to include shading as well as external fluxes and allows the pro-
grams to handle any orientations and provide detailed orbit solutions.
While the equations presented could be used to generate or
approximate GEO fluxes for some orientations (earthshine excluded), the
equation complexity needed would be unwieldy for more general applicability
for GEO considerations. In order to generate the tabular input for the GEO
analyses in this report the ALL PLANET FLUX PROGRAM from NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center was used. It is recommended that the user of the GEO programs
in this report gain access to an external heat loads computer program to
generate the required input.
With an understanding of the generation of external heat loads
in the LEO programs and the requirements for tabular external heat load data for
the GEO programs, it is now necessary to present the solution technique for
the radiator-flow problem.
2.2.6 Solution to the Radiator-Flow Problem
Analysis of a differential strip being perpendicular to the
parallel flow through the radiator can yield a set of dimensionless
equations. These equations reduce the solution of an on-orbit active-
radiator problem to a simple computerized set of numerical calculations or
even a simple graphical solution by hand. The following derivation develops




Figure 2-41 shows a differential strip of a radiator with mathemati-
cal terms defining heat inputs and outputs. The derivation will be performed
for a flat-plate radiator and the differences in terms will be presented for a
cylindrical radiator. The assumptions made are that the radiator is in
equilibrium and there is no conduction of heat along the radiator itself.
Considering heat loads into the differential strip, the heat




Heat input caused by external loads becomes
(S a F + 2SaFA a + 2E e F,, + q ) Wdx (flat plate)s S As E p
SaF a E e F
(S a Fc + s + + q ) Wirdx (cylinder)
S D 7T 7T p
where
W = radiator width for flat plate radiator and diameter for a
cylindrical radiator





























Considering heat loads leaving the differential strip, the heat




The heat load leaving the strip because of radiation to space
4 4T + T





 e FWirdx (cylinder)
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (0.173 x 10 BTU/hr-ft -°R )
F = view factor surface has to space.
For this analysis the q term w i l l not IK- considered. It is net
used in the computer programs because of the difficulty of computlnc, siu-h a
term. In a more rigorous model, however, it could be used. The reader should
note that it exists, although often negligible in value.
Summing the terms with the convention of heat out minus heat in
gives for a flat plate:
' V + 2G
+ 2EeF_) = 0t,






(S a 2SaF 2E (18)
Rearranging Equation (17)
dT Wdx














A = WX (by definition)
k = 2q £ F
qEXT














+ 1/2 tan-1 - tan-1 KT, 1(22)
The above equation relates external heat inputs to the radiator
area and mass flow rate of coolant, and correlates these parameters with fluid
temperatures. All of this is accomplished in terms of dimensionless parameters,
Now the dissipation D must be related to these parameters through a second
dimensionless expression. Relating D to the radiator flow, an equation similar
to Equation (5) is obtained:
(TT - TR) (23)







This expression is the second required equation in terms of
dimensionless parameters, and it now provides a relationship between D and
the other flow parameters. Equation (22) is valid only for values of KT
R
which is represented by i KT (=^ )|, greater than 1.0; below this value it
has regions of both no physical significance and a partial absorber instead
of an efficient radiator.
Rearranging Equation (24), the following form is obtained:




Multiplying the top and bottom of the right side by 2ae FT
and substituting Equation (21) the following expression is obtained:
R C P T I - D(KT „ . , . „
 f c (26)7 j T~Y ijT-y (for a cylinder the
SEXT / 2ae AF T 1 - _R factor of 2 is missing)
/ J- I m I
This equation is in a form which relates the flow rate and
dissipation with the parameter KT . This equation, combined with Equation
(22) forms an essential part of the solution routine in the GEO computer
programs. By solving these equations iteratively for q.,.— and KTT, for the
EiAl 1
limiting case of total mass flow through the radiator and TR - T , the end-of-
life (EOL) total external heat load can be determined which can then be used




Figure 2-42 displays a plot of Equations (22) and (24) as functions
of KT and D/q ^ for pertinent ranges of the parameters. These two dimen-
sionless numbers can be computed from known parameters, yielding values for
T /T and - — from the graph. This gives an immediate solution to the flow
R l qEXTA
•
problem. Thus, T may be determined and either m or A will be known, depend-
ing on the calculation, allowing the other to be immediately found. If the
• •
calculation is to size area, HL will equal m and thus will be known as a
worst-case EOL condition, allowing A to be found from the dimensionless param-
•
eter. If A is known, DL may be found for a degraded condition from the dimen-
sionless parameter.
For the special case of KT equal to 1.0, the area is infinite,
R
this case allows calculation of the a maximum limit for which the system can
s
remain "in spec" even with infinite area. Equating KT equal to 1.0, the fol-
R




 Plate) (27)S ( F s + 2 a F A )
FF/ Iji __
HaFTR -Tas = - aFA~" (cylinder)
 (28)
Using system-defined values such as temperatures and dissipation,
and orbit definition relating $ and altitude alont; with known constants,
Figures 2-34 through 2-39 (for LEO only) and Figure 2-42 may be used to
graphically solve the radiator-flow problem in a concise fashion. The only
parameter yet to be solved for is the mean temperature of the radiator. This































T - [(D + S Og FS + 2 Sa otg FA + 2 E e FEV(2oeF)] (flat plate)
(29)
1/4
R Sa a F E £ F \ "I3 + s a F + §__A + b_ /((J £ p) (cylinder)sS if J j (30)
where
T - mean radiator temperature.
The total solution to the radiator-flow problem has been orooirarmed
in both LEO and GEO programs using the above equations. The numerical bi-
section procedure is used to find the intersection of the family parameters
KT,. and D/qFXTA to provide solutions to Equations (22) and (24) in a concise
and accurate fashion. The number of iterations required are printed out
with the solution under the heading "ITN."
The techniques embodied in the computer programs provide the basis
for useful preliminary design tools with powerful and rigorous solution
capacity, while still maintaining the ability for sufficient generality in
terms of orbital and system requirements. All analyses performed in this
study were performed with these programs.
2.2.7 External Heat Input Blockage Factors
Because there is no concise way of accounting for the parasitic
load (q ) absent in many of the equations (its value is often negligible) it
has been neglected. However, the presence of other surfaces often causes
blockage of external heat inputs, which cannot be neglected. Therefore,
blockage factors which provide the degree of blockage (or passage) of direct
solar, albedo, and earthshine inputs individually are inputs to both LEO
programs. There are values for each type of external input for the radiator




of radiators independently. As an example, if a value of 0.6 is input for
direct solar, this implies only 60 percent of the vailable direct solar input
is incident on the radiator and 40 percent has been blocked by other surfaces.
Values of 0.0 mean total blockage and values of 1.0 mean no blockage.
External heat load blockage for the GEO programs must be in-
cluded in the appropriate shape factor tabular input.
2.2.8 Limits Set on Iterative Solution Routines
Two types of iterative solutions are required in the computer
programs. The first type solves Equations (22) and (24) for the dimension-
Tless flow rate parameter and R/T . This is done by iterating on the value
T
of :.R/T using the bi-sect ion numerical method. This type of solution
technique can be found in all four computer programs being located in sub-
routines SOLVE (power module program), SOLVE? and SOLVEC (general space
station program). The second type of iterative solution required solves
Equations (22) and (26) for the dimensionless mass flow rate parameter and
KT . This is done by iterating on the value of KTT using the bi-section
numerical method. This type of solution technique can be found in only the
GEO programs in subroutines SOLVE? and SOLVEC.
The bisection solution method was selected due to its stability
when dialing with equations of such mathematical nature. This method re-
quires a bracketing of the solution initially, thus establishing the limits
of the solution range.
The first solution type is very well behaved with the limits
set, and should never present a problem. The lower limit of T0/T_ -K 1
1.00001/KTT first prevents the problem of KTD * 1.0 which would blow up1 K
Equation (22) and the upper limit of T_/TT = 0.999 is just below the valueK L
of 1.0 which prevents extraneous solutions in a portion of the equations way
outside of realistic solutions where the equations oscillate and cross each other
erratically. These limits have provided solutions varying from heavily
dissipation dominated to heavily external heat load dominated radiators,
even when under-or oversized.
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It is more difficult to set the upper limit for the second
solution type. Solution values for KT tend to be small values approaching
the limit established by KT., * 1.0 when radiators are external heat load
K
dominated or oversized or both. The lower limit has been set at KT =
1.00001/(T /T ) which is very well behaved and should provide no problems.
K 1
The erratic oscillation and cross-over behavior of the equations occur at
values way above this value. For radiators which are dissipation-dominated,
or undersized, or both, the solution values of KT tend toward a higher value.
Unfortunately the solution, while below, is very close to values at which the
erratic equation behavior begins. The value of KTT = 8.0 has been set as
the results of a large amount of testing in this solution region. It is
believed this upper bound value should provide a bracketing of the solution
for all realistic cases of this nature without the risk of finding an
obviously erroneous solution. While no problem should arise the user should
be aware of this limit value as potential problems could develop for cases
of extreme under sizing and/or dissipation domination.
2.2.9 LEO Program Inputs
The following card inputs are required. Use of the inputs in one
or both of the programs is indicated alongside the card designation:







Lowest altitude considered (nmi)
Highest altitude considered (nmi)















Card 2: (Both progress)
Parameter




Lowest $ angle considered (degrees)
Highest B angle considered (degrees)

















Description Field Columns Format
Lowest value of dissipation (kW)
Highest value of dissipation (kW)
Incremental dissipation value for loop-
ing (kW)










Card 4: (Power Module Program only)
Parameter
Name Description Field Columns Format
MDP
MODI
Time period over which solution is 1-10 110
considered (months)
Time increment between solutions within 11-20 I 10
MDP period (months)
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Parameter





EOL time period for flat-plate radia- 1-10 I 10
tor over which solution is
considered (months)
EOL time period for cylindrical radia- 11-20 I 10
tor over which solution is con-
sidered (months)
Flat-plate radiator time increment be- 21-30 I 10
tween solutions within MDP period
(months)
Cylindrical radiator time increment 31-40 I 10
between solutions within MDC period
(months)
All following cards are inputs for either flat-plate radiators
or cylindrical radiators and have an appropriate "P" or "C" in column one:









Description Field Columns Format
Alphanumeric P
Flat-plate radiator inlet temperature
Flat-plate radiator mix temperature ( F)
f\























CTM Cylindrical radiator mix tempera- 31-40 F10.4
ture (°F)







Description Field Columns Format
Alphanumeric P
Flat-plate radiator, direct solar
blockage factor, range: 0-1.0
Flat-plate radiator earthshine blockage
factor, range: 0-1.0




































Flat-plate radiator initial a value
s
Emittance of flat-plate radiator



















Description Field Columns Format
Alphanumeric C
Cylindrical radiator direct solar
blockage factor, range: 0-1.0
Cylindrical radiator earthshine block-
age factor, range: 0-1.0




















factor to space 11-20 F10.4
CCP Cylindrical radiator coolant
specific heat (BTU/lbm-°R) 31-40 F10.4
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Cylindrical radiator initial a value
Quittance of the cylindrical radiator










2.2.10 GEO Program Inputs
The following card inputs are required. Use of the inputs in one
or both of the programs is indicated alongside the card designation:
Card 1: (Both Programs)
Parameter
Name Description Field Columns Format
BETA Orbit 8 angle (degrees) 6-10 F5.2












Lowest value of dissipation (kW)
Highest value of dissipation (kW)
Incremental dissipation value
for looping (kW)
Dissipation value to change from







Card 3: (Power Module Program only)
orbital solution (degrees)








Time period over which solution
is considered (months)
Time increment between solutions
within MDP period (months)













Name Description Field Columns Format
MDP EOL time period for flat-plate
radiator over which solution is
considered (months)
1-10 I 10
MODIP Flat-plate radiator time increment
between solutions within MDP
period (months)
11-20 I 10
INTP Orbital increment for printout of
orbital solution for flat-plate
radiator (degrees)
21-30 I 10
MDC EOL time period for cylindrical
radiator over which solution is
considered (months)
31-40 I 10
MODIC Cylindrical radiator time increment
between solutions within MDC period
(months)
41-50 I 10
INTC Orbital increment for printout of






The next card for both programs begins the external heat input
tables. The tables for the power module program are numbered 1 through 3.
the tables are tabulated values of external heat load shape factors as a
function of orbit position for direct solar, earthshine and albedo inputs,
in that order. For the space station program; tables 1 through 6 are re-
quired, the first three being heat load shape factors (in same order as
power module program) for the flat-plate radiator and the second three (4-6)
for the cylindrical radiator (same order also). The tables for both pro-
grams are formated the same and may have up to 50 values each. The tables
must begin with an orbit position of 0.0 and end with a position of 360.0.
The first card of each table is a table number and title and
with the following format:
Parameter









The table cards have the following format:
Parameter









After the 360.0 orbit position card for the last table is input
the following cards follow. All of the following cards are inputs for either
flat-plate or cylindrical radiators and have an appropriate "P" or "C" in
column one:
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Parameter



















































specific heat (BTU/lbm )
21-30 FlO.4
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Parameter































Emittance of flat-plate radiator
Flat-plate radiator linear









































degradation rate (Aa /Mo.)
Cylindrical radiator area fraction 41-50 F10.4
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The reason for the alphanumeric P and C designations is two-fold.
First of all, it is to make the user aware of the input, as a mistaken input
dealing with the radiator parameters could result in an excessive output of
useless data and unnecessary waste of machine time. With their ability to
vary parameters, these programs are capable of generating large quantities of
printout requiring caution with input data. The other reason is concerned
with the space station programs only. Cards for the flat-plate and cylindri-
cal radiators are inputted in alternating fashion: first a. card for the
flat-plate radiator, then a card for the cylindrical radiator. Such an
identification procedure makes the user more aware and the data more easily
identifiable.
The last card input in both programs deals with surface pro-
perties, a , e, and degradation rate (and area fraction for GEO space station
program). As many of these cards as desired may be added on to generate a
study over a range of property values, degradation rates or area fractions.
The program will perform calculations for all other inputsVfor each one of
these cards until no more cards are found, at which time it will terminate
the run. For the space station programs, additional surface property cards
must be inputted in pairs, one for the flat-plate radiator then one for the
cylindrical radiator.
A special routine called "Readre" is called in the beginning of
the programs. This routine allows a card to be reread off a unit 99 instead
of the unit 5 card reader. The candidate P or C value is read by the card
reader and then, if the proper designation is in column 1, the remaining
values are read from unit 99. It is assumed another computer will have a
similar routine; if not, little code change would be needed to eliminate
the "Readre" routine. It is merely a programming convenience.
The LEO power module program inputs consist of eight cards plus
possible additional surface-property cards. The LEO space station program




The GEO power module program inputs consist of six specific cards
plus the external heat load tables and possible additional surface-property
cards. The GEO general space station program inputs consist of nine specific
cards plus the external heat load tables and possible additional pairs of
surface-property cards.
With these inputs, as listed above, individual problems may be
evaluated or entire parametric studies can be generated with a single run.
Core allocation for LEO programs need only be 45 k for the power module pro-
gram and 55 k for the space station program. Core allocation for the GEO
programs need only be 50 k for the power module program and 62 k for the
space station program.
No tape drives or disk storage are required. The program listings,
along with sample cases including inputs and outputs, will be presented in
Appendixes A, B, C, D, and E.
The coding has been written so that operations are clearly
distinguishable and announced by commend cards. Equations have been pro-
grammed in their basic form to be easily recognizable. In conclusion, the
coding has been written not to be as concise or complex as possible but to




While prediction of the effects of the space environment on thermal-
control surfaces is a problem faced on all space programs, the associated data
base is diffuse and must be applied with caution. The problem of predicting
the effect of radiation interaction with materials in vacuum is complex and
difficult to solve. Experimentally obtained data are limited because of inade-
quate simulation techniques. Flight experiments are the basis for the best
engineering information available today on the effects of the space environment
on thermal-control surfaces. However, such data are limited to the accuracy of
temperature measurements, and may be significantly biased by unknown events
that occurred prior to or during the mission (e.g., pre-orbit contamination,
on-orbit contamination, electrostatic discharge damage, etc.).
2.3.1 Literature Search
AESC conducted a literature search and industry survey of thermal-
control-surface technology and application. Particular attention was given to
caveats and limitations affecting the application of the data to the use in
the study.
The literature search (Reference 12) identified the current state
of the art is space-stable thermal-control surfaces where low-temperature thermal
control is required. This search made use of the on-line computer capabilities
of DIALOG, the system monitored by Lockheed Information Sciences Laboratory in
Palo Alto, California. With DIALOG, all Government-sponsored work released
to the public from the year 1964 to date can be searched with a high degree
of specificity (NTIS data base). Other computer-search systems were used to
screen the material published in over 7000 worldwide major scientific and
technical journals from 1970 to date. The indexing done by the following data
bases were searched: INSPEC (formerly Science Abstracts), COMPENDEX (Engi-
neering Index), ISMEX, SCISEARCH, and CDA (Comprehensive Dissertation Abstracts).
The information data base of NASA was consulted as well. A
search strategy was devised to provide the most logical and complete search
for all parameters involved in the identification of space-stable thermal-
control surfaces. In addition to on-line efforts, the latest NASA budget
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hearings were reviewed, the requirements posed by the current NASA 5-year plan
were perused, and proceedings of symposia and conferences considering the
problem, but not indexed conventionally, were reviewed.
The information available from appropriate information analysis
centers (such as the Defense Documentation Center) was sought for classified
literature. Only that portion of the search that was unclassified is pre-
sented in this report. Assistance was also sought from the Government-
Industrial Data Exchange Program (GIDEP) at Corona, California.
Finally, pertinent information from other NASA facilities (such
as Goddard, MSFC, etc.) that do not report all of their efforts through NASA's
announcement publications, STAR (Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports)
was sought to assure completeness of the effort.
2.3.2 Industry Survey
To supplement the literature search, AESC also conducted an in-
dustry survey. The results of that survey, along with the organization and
responsible individuals, are presented in Appendix F. A sampling of the type
of information requested from those agencies and industrial organization who
participated was as follows:
• Do you agree with the findings of the literature search?
That is, is it your opinion that (1) space-stable materials
are available for low earth orbits, and (2) space-stable
materials for geosynchronous orbits do not exist (i.e., for
lifetimes greater than five (5) years).
• What type of programs do you envision will be needed to
meet the requirements of long-term (25 years) missions.
• If a NASA center - do you plan to submit RTOP's in any of
these areas?
The Information in the Appendix is presented not in any preferential order,




The successful completion of any space mission requires that the
vehicle, including its many sophisticated components and data acquisition
packages, be maintained within certain prescribed operational limits.
Past experience has demonstrated that contamination can be a sig-
nificant factor in whether a spacecraft or satellite can successfully meet
its mission objectives. It will also be a continuing problem with future
vehicles, especially those employing extensive electro-optics, and/or sched-
uled for long lifetimes in space. The contaminating and abrasive effects
that attitude control and primary thruster plumes can have on sensitive sur-
faces and instruments has been recognized for years; deposition and abrasive
effects can alter the power output of solar cells, distort images due to al-
tered transmission of optical equipment, and degrade the reflectance and emit-
tance of thermal control surfaces and coatings.
To prevent failures or malfunctions in space requires a careful
assessment of materials usage in spacecraft. Such preventative measures have
become a necessity. The presence of contamination on a spacecraft is not
necessarily synonymous with total failure of a mission, but is more frequently
identified as a source of system degradation or malfunction.
2.4.1 Sources of Contamination
High-performance optical systems and critical functional surfaces
aboard an advanced long-life space vehicle require effective contamination
control measures to maintain performance stability and to ensure data accuracy.
Major contamination events include: (a) ground-based initial contaminant loading
during the factory-to-launch operational sequence; (b) launch vehicle inter-
face effects during the launch/ascent/payload-deployment event where booster
plume impingement-recirculation and internal contaminant transports constitute
the main contamination modes; (c) the post-deployment mission phase character-
ized by vacuum-exposed outgassing-deposition, thruster jet expulsion, venting,
interaction with the ambient atmosphere, release of particulates , and, in
certain applications, space radiation and proton sputtering. A summary of
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major contamination modes and sources encountered during spacecraft operations
is presented in Table 2-4.












• Surface desorption - adsorption.
Lubricants, adhesives, and all
evaporable surface materials
• Leaks, vents, shuttle interface
• Leaks, vents, dust recirculation,
particle dispersion
• Thruster plumes
• Atmospheric particles, electro-
static discharge, meteoroids
An overview of general spacecraft contamination concerns shown in
Table 2-5 indicates that three key issues must be carefully evaluated in order
to develop an effective contamination control system and management plan:
Initial contamination budget - cleanliness level,
including maintenance, handling, and other pertinent
procedural factors.
Material selection - outgassing-deposition properties,
pre-flight space conditioning being a possible means
of contamination preventive measures.
Configuration and subsystem designs - avoidance of





TABLE 2-5 GENERAL SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION CONCERNS
Deposition or film formation - surface physical/chemical property
changes; optical and thermal.performance degradation
Plume/impingement or particle streams - surface erosion, blast
damage
Particulate/molecular environments - light scattering and ab-
sorption
Radiation, proton sputtering, electrostatic forces - surface out-
gassing, contaminant flux trajectories
For the new generation of space vehicles within mission objectives
of performing scientific experiments and observations over a long-life period,
these issues may have to be evaluated based on stringent contamination con-
straints whereupon accurate contamination predictions become mandatory.
2.4.2 Contamination Analysis Program
Numerous spacecraft have experienced increases in component maxi-
mum operational temperature with time. These increases are caused principally
by a gradual degradation of solar absorptance (<* ) of primary heat re jection
s
radiators. Orbital data on well instrumented systems have indicated that this
degradation is caused by some undefined contamination source(s).
These warming trends highlighted the need for a contamination model
that could identify the causes of the increase in component temperature with
time and determine the effects of design changes. Because of the many facets
to such a mathematical model, the computer program to predict mass deposition
(contamination) is structured so that it is assembled in modular fashion (Figure
2-43).
The basic model is derived from the methods developed on the Satel-




























self-induced contamination of critical thermal control and optical surfaces
are being determined. These data are being used to predict contamination
effects on satellite system performance. The overall program is a multi-
system study, with AESC concentrating on developing and verifying a general
set of equations which describe contamination effects for optical and thermal-
control systems. Satellite self-contamination in normal operation is the
primary consideration. Briefly, the SATCON study is a progression of de-
tailed tasks leading to the system overall effects evaluation as follows:
(a) possible contamination source materials and target receptors are selected
from candidate satellite surface materials; (b) for these materials, a theory
of contamination mechanism and a set of equations are developed; (c) measure-
ments of material emission kinetics are made under space conditions -- a vac-
uum microbalance and a particle analyzer are used to determine particle compo-
sition and dynamics; (d) the transport mechanism is measured to validate the
theory; (e) the thermal and optical effects of contamination are measured;
and (f) testing is performed to verify the equations. The equations under
this program provide the basic methodology for mathematical model development.
This program, which is named the Aerojet Mass Analyzer Program
(AMAP), relates the mass source release rates, mass transfer coefficient, and
desorption rates for all major outgassing sources along any line of sight.
The program includes accounting for capture coefficient, reemission rates, and
revolatilization rates of individual materials and sources. In addition, it
also handles all internodal coupling caused by multiple bounces.
AMP concentrates on the most probable on-orbit contamination
sources, i.e., external surface materials outgassing, venting of internal
outgassing, and thruster plume impingements. Typical data inputs to the pro-
gram consist of the following: (a) nodal geometry, (b) nodal temperatures,
(c) shape factors, (d) contaminant capture coefficients, (e) contaminant rate
constants, and (f) program control data.
2.4.3 Contamination Assessment
A contamination assessment was performed for the 25 kW power module




on critical surfaces. A total system was considered which included the power
module (with solar"arrays and thermal radiations deployed) and the STS orbiter
in various rendezvous closing sequences. Five (5) separate cases were con-
sidered in this analysis. Since a 25 kW Power Module/STS Orbiter rendezvous
scenario was not developed during the period of performance of this study,
it was unanimously decided to develop and use a modified Skylab/SB scenario
as a guideline, Table 2-6 and Figure 2-44 show the rendezvous assumptions
and cases considered in this study. The specific input parameters for these '
models consisted of (a) 105 surface nodes, (b) 10 source materials, and (c)
various closing rates. The major external surfaces, along with the principal
contamination sources considered in these analyses, are shown in Figures 2-45
through 2-47 and Table 2-7, respectively. The resulting mass deposition is
shown in Table 2-8. The results indicate that for the configurations con-
sidered major on orbit contamination will occur when the orbiter closes to-
within 500 feet of the power module. This is evinced by the fact that 1.0
micrograms of hydrazinium nitrate deposit on the solar arrays and thermal
radiators .
TABLE 2-6 RENDEZVOUS ASSUMPTIONS
• 25 kW/STS Rendezvous Scenario not Developed











Tethered at 30 ft for 7 hours
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TABLE 2-7 PRINCIPAL CONTAMINATION SOURCES
Exposed Orbiter Bay Materials
Wt (Ib) VCM (%)
• TG 15000 Bulkhead Liner 291 0.02
• Beta Cloth Bay Liner 80 0.03
• Radiator Teflon/Adhesive 40 0.21
• MLI 25 0.02
• Super Koropon Paint 20 0.10
Exposed Power Module Materials
• Solar Panels
-- DC 93-500 Adhesive 180 0.003
-- Sylgan J-500 Damping 70 0.03
• Radiator Teflon/Adhesive 40 0.05
• MLI 150 0.02
• Braycote 48 1 0.10
Orbiter Bl - Propellant Effluents
• 38 RCS Thrusters (870 Ib thrust, M = 1420 GM/sec/engine)
• 6 VCS Thrusters (25 Ib thrust, M = 41 GM/sec/engine)
• Principal Plume Contaminant 'is Hydrazinium Nitrate
-- 2% of Exhaust Product
-- Capture Coefficient Measured at AEDC (0.002)
• Selected Engine Pulse Duration of 40 Milliseconds
• Used Single Pulse Firing for Each Closing Interval
-- Thruster Group Fired Simultaneously »
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2.4.4 Contamination and Its Effects
The prediction of molecular and particulate mass depositions is
only the first step in determining the thermooptical performance perturbations
of contaminated systems such as the power module. In fact, when a surface is
being contaminated by direct impingement of a thruster plume, considerable
erosion and aerodynamic heating may occur as well as the deposition of com-
bustion reaction products. Usually, however, these surfaces are not contami-
nation-sensitive, and they primarily act as secondary sources by redistributing
the initially deposited motor reaction products to the remote sensitive sur-
faces after the motor is shut down. On these sensitive surfaces, such as cold
low 01 /e radiator surfaces, and the principal optical components of earth
and sun sensors, the molecular and particulate deposits can cause two princi-
pal deleterious effects. In the first case, as a more or less uniform layer
of contamination, they will significantly vary the optical properties of the
host surfaces causing deviations from the initial design values of spectral
reflectance (p\), spectral transmittance (Tj.) , solar absorptance (a ), and
thermal emittance (e ). In the second case, these deposits are usually formed
in clusters, not layers, and besides varying the spectral properties mentioned
above, they can also scatter reflected and refracted energy into off-specular
directions. Clearly, the first effect is relevant to thermal control surfaces,
while the second scattering effect is of primary concern in the off-axis re-
jection of optical systems.
2.4.5 Optical Effects Theory
To accurately calculate the spectral reflectance and transmittance
of a contaminated surface requires a two-step procedure. The first step is
to determine optical constants of the contamination deposit which is considered
to be a uniform composite of the various contamination products which are de-
posited. These spectral optical constants are the index of refraction (N^ )
and the coefficients of extinction (K.), which are the amplitudes of the real
and imaginary components of the complex index of refraction respectively.
They are intensive constitutive material properties directly defined by the
empirical conductivity and dielectric constant of classical electromagnetic
theory. The second step is to analyze the contaminated surface as a laminated
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multilayer structure consisting of the clean host surface which in itself may
consist of several strata of materials (e.g., silvered Teflon) covered by the
composite contamination deposit which then constitutes the outer-most layer.
The thickness and the two optical constants of each laminate are required.
It should be noted that the output parameters, spectral reflectance and trans-
mittance, are extensive properties dependent upon the angle of incidence of
the incident light beam, as well as being strongly coupled to the intensive
optical constants of the various laminae.
A cursory analysis of contamination and its effects on the power
module shows that an orbiter rendezvous will degrade the power module radi-
ators beyond the end-of-life (EOL) limits. This is depicted dramatically in
Figure 2-48.
The in-depth contamination analysis has shown that severe hydrazine
thruster plume contamination occurs during orbiter rendezvous closing maneuvers,
The main problem region is during the closing maneuvers from 200 feet to the
tether position of the 25 kW/SB orbiter. The effects analysis indicates that
it is more than likely that a total loss of power module radiator capability
and a 15 to 20 percent loss of power module solar array output will occur after
an STS maintenance visit; unless, that is, mission specific rendezvous con-
ditions are developed to eliminate both the severe contamination scenario and































































This is the capstone task of the study. All previous efforts on
this study have been tailored to allow this task to be accomplished effec-
tively and efficiently.
As the overall systems coordinator of future space-station mis-
sions, NASA must ensure that thermal-control surfaces applicable to the full
range of missions are available to the thermal-design engineer when required.
Funding constraints plus good system management dictate that the number of
future thermal-control surfaces that require development be kept to a minimum.
To date, little effort has gone into designing thermal-control
systems that promote the concepts of commonality and universality. It has
been industry practice to design specialized thermal-control systems for near-
ly every experiment. Since little industry-wide effort has gone into the
design and development of flexible thermal-control systems, we believe that
new design approaches will have to be examined to accomplish NASA's objec-
tives. Effort should be expended in considering (a) ways to reduce the
interface characteristics of present coatings while simulataneously extend-
ing their reliability and life, and (b) ways to ensure that these thermal-
control surfaces serv.e the widest range of missions, including, as a must,
the 25-kW Power. Module.
2.5.1 Technology Assessment
A comparison was made between the current technology and the
thermal-control-surface requirements for both the 25-kW power module and the
space station, with more emphasis on the 25-kW power module. Table 2-9 lists
those areas which were addressed by the study.
2.5.2 Major Study Findings
Based on the analyses of the missions and on the power module
design, no new or improved thermal-control surface will be required. In ex-
amining both silvered Teflon (Ag/FEP) and one of the more stable white paints
for LEO (i.e., zinc orthotitanate/potassium silicate) it is concluded that
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TABLE 2-9 TECHNOLOGY AREAS ASSESSED IN THE SSTCS STUDY
• Ground-based testing • Electrostatic charging of space-
O In-orbit servicing
— _ . . . . . . 0 Contamination modeling and con-(?) Monitoring instrumentation w ^ , _ , . 6
^ trol techniques
O Contamination control , .. -,
., • Nuclear radiation effects
and avoidance
- , . „ . . , • Simulation and testing improve-(?) New and improved & v




both materials would inherently survive the radiation environment for five
years. Unfortunately, when used on the radiators, these thermal-control sur-
faces are easily subjected to contamination which will subsequently degrade
their performance. The contamination environment to which this platform will
be subjected will be the key lifetime limiting factor. If the radiators are
to be fully extended for the mission duration, in addition to the approximate
2
4000 ft of solar array adhesives, they will be exposed to the blast and sub-
sequent impingement of both the STS Reaction Control System (RCS) and Vernier
Control System (VCS). If this platform is to operate on a continual basis for
a period of five years, it will require new or replacement radiators before EOL.
A summary of major study findings is listed in Table 2-10.
An overview of general spacecraft contamination concerns shown in
Table 2-11 indicates that three key issues must be carefully evaluated in order
to develop an effective contamination control system and management plan:
• Initial contamination budget - cleanliness level, including
maintenance, handling, and other pertinent procedural
factors.
• Material selection - outgassing, transport-deposition proper-




TABLE 2-10 MAJOR STUDY FINDINGS
Developed useful analysis tools for tradeoff study of
thermal control radiators for space station application
Five year life in GEO attainable with current technology
and expected degradation rates if favorable orientation
selected
Current thermal control materials (silvered teflon and
ZOT white paint) found suitable for mission requirements
contamination dominates the degradation problem
Rendezvous contamination from orbiter thrusters poses




• Configuration and subsystem designs - avoidance of contam-
inant fluxes, implementation of on-board contamination
preventive measures.
Contamination procedures will require advancement in a number of areas to
maintain higher level of cleanliness for this and future missions. Those
areas of concern are indicated in Table 2-9 by 0 .
TABLE 2-11 GENERAL SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION CONCERNS
• Deposition or Film Formation - Surface physical/
chemical property changes, optical and thermal performance
degradation
• Plume Impingement or Particle Streams - Surface erosion,
blast damage
• Particulate/Molecular Environments - Light scattering and
absorption
• Radiation, Micrometeoroid Sputtering - Surface outgassing,
contaminant flux trajectories
Since configuration changes or the implementation of on-board
contamination preventive measures are required to meet mission lifetimes, it
is recommended that the following be considered in future study efforts:
• Additional Mission Thermal impact analyses required
Tri-Radiator system in LEO and GEO
Optimize orbit parameters for longest life
• Gimbal-oriented radiators will extend life
Required development of reliable rotating/flexible
fluid transfer interface











Develop concepts for on-orbit repair/refurbishment of
thermal control surfaces
2.5.3 Additional Study Concerns
The electrostatic charging of spacecraft from magnetospheric dis-
turbances and on-board sources is of great concern for missions at or near
geosynchronous attitude. Many spacecraft have experienced charge buildup in
multilayer insulations and dielectric thermal-control surfaces. In addition,
circuitry switching believed attributable to these sources has occurred on
numerus occasions. High voltage with SEP, NEP, nuclear power, and large solar
panels can provide strong charging sources on future missions. New or improved
space-stable conductive, thermal-control surfaces are required.
Thermal-control surfaces are easily subjected to contamination
which can subsequently degrade their performance. Extremely cold radiators
required for cryogenic cooling can act as molecular sinks for any liquids or
gases. Contamination of optics can degrade video coverage and G&C trackers.
SEP, using mercury or cesium as a fuel, can deposit its exhaust products on
nearby radiators, lowering their emittance, and thus their capability to reject
heat from high-temperature power-conversion units. Hot plasma from NEP could
contaminate and damage critical thermal-control surfaces.
Contamination procedures will require advancement in a number of
areas to maintain higher levels of cleanliness for future missions. Cleaning
procedures, such as using heaters to drive off contaminants, can be utilized.
Active cleaning techniques (e.g., atomic-oxygen sputtering) to drive off vapor-
deposited contaminants (e.g., mercury or cesium ions) should be considered.
Monitoring techniques (QCMS), such as those used on present-day spacecraft,
are also a must. The system costs of maintaining adequate contamination con-
trol will continue to expand if tight reins are not put on the subject from




The disposal of hazardous waste payloads by launches from earth to
deep space may become feasible. Technology requirements to include nuclear
radiation effects of thermal-control surfaces should be considered.
Improvements in simulation accuracy, speeding up the testing
process, personnel safety, and overall system cost reductions are technology
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This study has resulted in the definition of generalized-space-
station active-thermal-control-radiation heat-rejection requirements: geometry,
orbital constraints, potential degradation effects, and environmental con-
siderations. In addition, four computer programs have been developed which
provide a preliminary design and evaluation tool for active radiator systems
in low earth orbit. Two programs were developed as general programs for space
station analysis while the other programs were specifically tailored to pro-
vide an analysis tool for the 25-kW power module. The power module programs
were extensively used for both the degradation at end-of-life and radiator
sizing analyses for the module.
Results indicate that the present thermal-control system of the
25-kW power module design cannot survive "in spec" for a five-year period
(even with the most favorable conditions) without lowering the primary mis-
sion 8 angle considerably, or without refurbishing or replacing the radiators
at least once.
The literature search has indicated that space-stable, thermal-
control surfaces exist today for extended low-earth-orbit (LEO) missions
(contamination free). Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for geosynchro-
nous altitude missions. Except for the costly silvered-quartz second-surface
mirrors, low ct/e ratio thermal-control surfaces will not survive long-duration
missions. Missions (contamination-free) at this altitude requiring low-cost
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Appendix A
FORTRAN LISTINGS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The Fortran listings of both LEO and GEO computer programs
are presented in this Appendix. For both cases, listing of the power
module program will be presented first, followed directly by the
listing for the general space station program.
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Appendix B
SAMPLE PROGRAM INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
B-l
Report 5836
A sample case will be presented for each program, showing inputs
and program outputs. The purpose of this portion of the report is to
familiarize the user with the input formats and format of the program outputs.
The first case will deal with the LEO power module program. Immediately
following the program output, other cases will be presented using the LEO
space station program and the GEO programs. These sample cases are designed
to have a high degree of realism where possible and also display the versatile
capabilities of these programs in a reasonable fashion for example purposes.
The following case inputs will be used for a sample case of the
LEO power module program use:
1. Two altitudes will be considered; 235 and 270 nautical miles.
2. The 3 angle will be varied from a value of 10 degrees to a value of
90 degrees at 20-degree intervals.
3. The dissipation value will be held constant at 12 kW.
4. The total time duration will be 60 months (5 years), with the solution
intervals of one month.
5. The fluid inlet and mix temperatures will be set at 94.6 and 40 F,
2
respectively. The radiator area will be set at a value of 634.2 ft .
6. All external-input blockage factors will be given a value of 0.9.
7. The view factor to space will be 0.91, and the specific heat of the
coolant will be 0.25 Btu/lbm-°R (Freon 21).
B-2
Report 5836
8. The initial a value will be 0.07, the emittance value will be 0.76,
s
and the degradation rates will be varied from 0.003 to 0.009 Aa /month
S
at intervals of 0.003 Aa /month.
s
The succeeding pages will present these inputs written out on a
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A sample case of the LEO general space station program inputs and
outputs will be presented. The following inputs will be used as a sample
case of the program use:
1. A single altitude of 235 nautical miles will be considered.
2. The 3 angle will be varied from a value of 10 degrees to a value of
90 degrees at 20-degree intervals.
3. The dissipation value will range from 35 kW to a total station value
of 70 kW at intervals of 35 kW. The break point between flat-plate
and cylindrical radiators will be 35 kW.
i
4. The total time duration will be 60 months (5 years), with solution
intervals of one month. These values will be used for both flat-plate
and cylindrical radiators.
5. The fluid inlet and mix temperatures will be set at 94.6 F and 40 F,
respectively. These values will be used for both flat-plate and
cylindrical radiators.
6. All external-input blockage factors for the flat-plate radiators will
be given a value of 0.9, while all those for the cylindrical radiators
will be given a value of 0.8.
7. The view factor to space for the flat-plate radiators will be given a
value of 0.9, while for the cylindrical radiators the value will be
0.8. The specific heat for the coolant of both radiator systems will
be specified as 0.25 BTA/lbm-°R (Freon 21).
8. The initial a value will be 0.07, the emittance value will be 0.76,
s
and the degradation rates will be varied from 0.003 to 0.009 Act /month
S
at intervals of 0.003 Act /month. These values will be used for both
S
flat-plate and cylindrical radiators.
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For many radiator parameters, the same values have been given to
both types of radiators. This does not need to be the case. The program is
capable of handling all radiator parameters for each type of radiator inde-
pendently, as some of the parameter differences already indicate.
The succeeding pages will present these inputs written on a coding
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Appendix D
GEO 25kW POWER MODULE PROGRAM SAMPLE CASE
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A sample case of the GEO power module program inputs and outputs
will be presented. The following inputs will be used as a sample case of the
program use:
1. A synchronous altitude of 19,370 nautical miles will be considered.
f
2. The 8 angle considered will be 23.5 degrees.
3. The dissipation value will be set at 20 kW instead of being varied
through a range of values.
4. The total on-orbit time duration will be 60 months (5 years), with
complete orbital solution intervals of ten months. The orbital
increments for the solution orbits will be ten degrees.
5. The fluid inlet and mix temperatures will be set at 94.6 F and 40 F,
2
respectively. The radiator area will be set at a value of 634.2 ft.
6. The internal head load inputs will consist of direct solar, earthshine
and albedo shape factor tabular inputs (up to 50 values per table), in
that order. Tables one through three will designate the proper tables.
The radiator will be oriented in the orbit plane and space oriented.
7. The view factor to space will be 0.92, and the specific heat of the
coolant will be 0.25 BTU/lm-°R (Freon 21).
8. White paint will be given initial a and emittance values of- 0.15 and
5
0.88, respectively. Silvered Teflon (2mil) will be given initial a
and emittance values of 0.07 and 0.76, respectively.
A set of cases will be run to provide samples of program output.
The following cases will be considered:
D-2
Report 5836
1. A silvered Teflon covered radiator with a degradation rate of 0.005
Aa /Mo.
s
2. A white paint covered radiator with a degradation rate of 0.005
Act /Mo.
s
3. A silvered Teflon covered radiator with a degradation rate of 0.015
Aa /Mo.
s
The succeeding pages will present these inputs written out on a
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Aopendix E
GEO SPACE STATION PROGRAM SAMPLE CASE
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A sample case of the GEO general space station program inputs
and outputs will be presented. The following inputs will be used as a
sample of the program use:
1. A synchronous altitude of 19,370 nautical miles will be considered.
2. The 8 angle will be five degrees.
3. The dissipation value will range from 20kW to a total station value of
40kW at intervals of 20kW. The break point between flat-plate and
cylindrical radiators will be 20kW.
4. The total on-orbit time duration will be 60 months (5 years), with
complete orbit solution intervals of ten months. The orbital incre-
ments for the solution orbits will be 10 degrees. These values will be
used for both flat-plate and cylindrical radiators.
5. The fluid inlet and mix temperatures will be set at 94.6 F and 40 F,
respectively. These values will be used for both flat-plate and
cylindrical radiators.
6. The external heat inputs will consist of direct solar, earthshine and
albedo shape factor tabular inputs, in that order. Tables one through
three will be for the cylindrical radiator. The flat-plate radiator
will be oriented with its plane normal to the orbit plane and it will
be earth oriented, while the cylindrical radiator will be earth oriented
, end toward the earth.
7. The view factor to space for the flat-plate radiator will be given a
value of 0.9, while for the cylindrical radiator the value will be
0.95. The specific heat for the coolant of both radiator systems will
be specified as 0.25 BTU/emb-°R (Freon 21).
E-2
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8. White paint will be given initial a and emittance values of 0.15 and
0.88, respectively. Silvered Teflon (2 mil) will be given initial
a and emittance values of 0.07 0.76, respectively.
•. s
A set of cases will be run to provide samples of program output.
The following cases will be considered:
1. Silvered Teflon covered flat-plate radiators and a white paint covered
cylindrical radiator with degradation rates of 0.0025 and 0.003 Aa /Mo.,
respectively. The area fraction for each radiator type will be set at
1.0. i
2. Silvered Teflon covered cylindrical radiator and white paint covered
flat-plate radiators with degradation rates of 0.005 and 0.0035
Aa /Mo., respectively. The area fraction for each radiator type will
5
be 1.5.
3. Silvered Teflon covered flat-plate radiators and a white paint covered
cylindrical radiator with degradation rates of 0.004 and 0.005 Aa /Mo.,
S
respectively. The area fractions for the flat-plate and cylindrical
radiators will be 0.3 and 0.55, respectively.
Silvered Teflon covered cylindrical radiator and white paint covered
flat-plate radiators with degradation rates of 0.015 and 0.0035
Aa /Mo., respectively. The area fractions for the flat-plate and
S
cylindrical radiators will be 0.1 and 1.0, respectively.
For many radiator parameters, the same values have been given
to both types of radiators. This does not need to be the case. The program
is capable of handling all radiator parameters for each type of radiator
independently, as some of the parameter differences already indicate.
The succeeding pages will present these inputs written on a
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Goddard Space Center has expressed an interest in the general area
of thermal-control surfaces for large space structures. They feel studies
should be initiated in the following areas:
• Reapplication of coatings in space (paints, polymers)
• Development of techniques to liquify helium in space
• Development of techniques to clean radiators in space
• Development of an 80°K-5 watt cryoradiator
• Development of electrostatic methods to attract contamination
to noncritical surfaces
• Development of a 75 to 100°K mechanical cooler
• lonization of waste disposal - collection somewhere else
• Development of space-stable conductive coatings for geo-
synchronous orbits
• Development of accelerated testing philosophy to predict 30-year
lifetimes
• Development of techniques to coat large structures with-thin
films in orbit
Participating individuals and organization
• Mr. Jack Triolo - Thermal Design Branch
• Dr. Alan Sherman - Thermal Design Branch




Johnson Space Center has an active interest in general areas of
thermal-control surfaces for long-term missions. They have submitted a RTOP
on the subject of repair and replacement of radiators in space. They are
soliciting information from government agencies and industry on state-of-the-
art synchronous altitude space simulation facilities. They feel studies should
be initiated in the following areas:
• Develop techniques to coat structures with thin films in orbit;
e.g., SPS"
• Develop structural composites [(polymides, polyesters, graphite
epoxies) (1-5 mil)] useful as thermal-control surfaces
• Develop techniques to monitor optical properties/mechanical
properties
• Develop techniques to maintain pointing accuracy of reflectors
as a function of changes in optical/radiative properties
• Develop accelerated testing philosophy to predict 30-year
lifetime
• Develop ultra-low outgassing materials
• Develop docking techniques to prevent thruster plume
impingement
Participating individuals and organization
• Mr. Stephen Jacobs - Materials Technology Branch




Langley Research Center is extremely interested in this subject. They
are deeply involved in the large-area space-structures program and feel studies
should te performed in the following disciplines:
• Develop techniques to monitor the optical/mechanical properties
of materials in space
• Develop testing philosophies to predict 30-year lifetimes on
materials
• Develop low outgassing materials
• Develop techniques to repair or replace materials in space
*
Participating individuals and organization




Lewis Research Center offered the following-suggestions:
• Develop techniques to monitor the optical/radiative/
mechanical properties of thermal surfaces in orbit
• Develop charge-control materials (e.g., thermal coatings,
etc.)
• Develop an accelerated testing philosophy for predicting
30-year lifetimes
• Develop lightweight, high-temperature MLI
• Determine effects of ion engines on materials
Participating individuals and organization
• Mr. Frank Berkopec - Electrical Systems Branch




The Air Force Materials Laboratory has initiated programs in the
development of extended-life satellite materials. They are of the opinion
that programs of this nature must be undertaken for long-term future missions
to be successful.
• Develop lov outgassing conductive adhesives
• Develop charge-control materials (i.e., thermal coatings,
insulation, solar cell coverslides)
• Investigate mass transport properties and effects of
contaminants
*
Participating individuals and organizations





IITRI feels NASA should initiate studies in the following areas:
• Develop techniques to clean radiators in space
• Develop methods to monitor optical properties and
contamination on optical surfaces
• Develop techniques to refurbish surfaces in orbit
• Develop techniques to reapply coatings in space
(paints, etc.)
• Develop new low outgassing conductive adhesives
• Develop new low outgassing materials
#
Participating individuals and organizations
o Mr. Jack Gilligan - Polymer Chemistry Research
o Mr. Yoshiro Harada - Mechanics of Materials Division
F-7
